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Therefore, as a result of the exercise of option year one and the restructure of the
contract type, the following changes are made.
1. B.2 CONSIDERATION AND OBLIGATION--DELIVERY ORDERS is replaced in its
entirety with:
CONSIDERATION AND OBLIGATION--DELIVERY ORDERS (AUG 2011)
ALTERNATE I (AUG 2011)
(a) The ceiling of this order for supplies is 510,900.
(b) This order is subject to the minimum and maximum ordering requirements set forth
in the contract.
(c) The amount obligated with respect to this order is $200,000.
(d) The Contractor shall comply with the provisions of FAR 52.232-20 - Limitation of
Cost, for fully-funded delivery orders or task orders.

2. The contract type on the front page of the award document is changed from CPFF to
CPFF Delivery Order type contract and B.3 Contract Type is added and reads as follows:
B.3 52.216-1 Type of ContracL
The Government contemplates a CPFF Delivery Type contract resulting from this
modification.

3. B.4 is added to incorporate the following Price Schedule:
B.4 DELIVERY ORDERIPRICE SCHEDULE
CLIN DESCRIPTION

001

TASK 1:ETE

ESTIMATED DELIVERY ORDER TOTAL

ESTIMATED
QUANTITY

NOT-TOEXCEED
COST

UNIT

EST.
TOTAL

LOT
$ 510,900
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4. H.12 Delivery Ordering Procedures is added to the contract.
ORDERING PROCEDURES
All orders shall be issued on the Call Order Form (Attachment 6 to the SOW) and will be signed
by the Contracting Officer's Representative (COR), dated, and numbered. Each order shall
include the Item number, description of each ETE to be completed, and a distinct period of
performance. In addition, the total number of deliverables will be reflected on each delivery
order. The contractor shall sign and return a copy to the COR. The COR will ensure that the
Contracting Officer is provided a copy of the executed delivery order.
Each order will be numbered and recorded by the NRC Project Officer and signed by the
contractor representative at the time the order is executed. The deliverables will be compared
with the information on the order form and verified before final acceptance of the completed
ETE by the Project Officer. Each deliverable must be accompanied by a Supporting document
indicating job name and number, date completed and delivered, frame count, originals and
duplicates, and any other pertinent data, as required by the Project Officer.
5. Under 1.1 Clauses Incorporated by Reference 52.216-18 and 52.216-22 are added.
52.216-18 Ordering (Oct 1995)
52.216-22 Indefinite Quantity (Oct 1995)

STATEMENT OF WORK
Project Title:

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses Technical
Assistance in Support of the Review of Evacuation Time
Estimates for Licensed Nuclear Power Plants in
accordance with new Enhancements to Emergency
Preparedness Regulations.

Job Code No.:

R1188

Budget Object Classification Code:

252A

Technical Assignment Control (TAC) No.:

D91929

NRC Issuing Office:

Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR)

NRC Project Manager:

Walter Lange

Performing Organization:

Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
(CNWRA), hereafter referred to as "Center"

Performance Period

February 1, 2012- December 31, 2013

1.0

BACKGROUND

Nuclear power plant (NPP) licensees are required by regulation to maintain emergency plans for
responding to radiological emergencies. The licensee coordinates with local governments and
offsite response organizations (OROs) to ensure that plans exist to ensure appropriate
response in the event of a significant emergency condition at the NPP. An essential element of
the planning process is the preparation of Evacuation Time Estimates (ETEs), and the periodic
updating of those ETEs.
ETEs are used in the planning process to identify potential challenges to efficient evacuation,
such as traffic constraints, and to assist onsite and offsite emergency response managers in
developing appropriate recommendations and decisions regarding the protection of the public.
In addition, the ETE is a calculation of the time to evacuate the plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone (EPZ), which is an area with a radius of about 10 miles (16 km)
around an NPP.
The NRC has updated'and clarified requirements for the periodic review and updating of ETEs
in an Emergency Preparedness (EP) Rule that will become effective later in calendar year 2011.
Associated with this rule, the NRC will also be publishing NUREG/CR-7002, "Criteria for
Development of Evacuation Time Estimate Studies." This document provides guidance for the
development of ETEs, including those associated with staged evacuation protective actions.

The document also identifies the importance of using approved emergency response plans and
existing traffic control information to reflect the expected response actions during an emergency.
2.0

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this contract is to obtain technical assistance to support NRC NSIR/Division of
Preparedness and Response (DPR) by performing reviews of up to 65 updated ETE studies
that will be submitted to the NRC by NPP licensees in accordance with the new EP Rule.
CNWRA will perform the reviews to confirm that the updated ETEs are complete.
3.0

SCOPE OF WORK

CNWRA will perform reviews for completeness of updated ETE studies for up to 65 NPP
licensees. The reviews for completeness will be performed in accordance with NUREG/CR7002 (Attachment 1) using the checklist contained in Appendix B of NUREG/CR-7002. The
licensees' updated ETE studies will be provided by the NRC project manager to CNWRA as
Delivery Orders. Each Delivery Order (call order, see attachment 6) may contain multiple
updated ETE studies.
For each review, the CNWRA will provide the following deliverables:
1. Completed Checklist (Attachment 1) and
2. Completed email transmittal template (Attachment 2) with an annotated listing of
checklist items, if any, that were found to be incomplete.
For each Delivery Order, the CNWRA will provide a cover memorandum that lists all ETE
review actions that were included in the Delivery Order. (Attachment 5) This memorandum will
serve as a cover memorandum for the completed Attachments 1 and 2 described above.
In addition, the CNWRA shall provide a monthly (periodic) report following the template in
Attachment 3.
Deliverables shall be provided in electronic format (PDF) in Arial 11 point font.
Completed reviews and periodic reports shall be sent by email to the NRC Project Manager,
Walter Lange at Walter.Lange@nrc.gov and to ETEUPDATES.Resource@ nrc.gov
The subject line of the email shall identify the name of the licensee.

4.0

WORK REQUIREMENTS AND SCHEDULE

CNWRA shall provide the services of staff personnel to perform a review to determine the
completeness of the updated ETE studies that NPP licensees will be submitting in response to
the new EP Rule.
CNWRA shall develop a working knowledge of terminology used and application of the
methodology identified in NUREG/CR-7002 for the development of an ETE study.
CNWRA shall provide individuals who have the required educational background and work
experience to meet the objectives of the work specified in this Statement of Work (SOW). The
CNWRA Project Manager and technical staff shall have a working knowledge of the guidance in
NUREG/CR-7002. The NRC Project Manager and staff will be available to clarify any issues
that contractor staff may find during their review.
Specific qualifications for this work include:
The Project Manager and technical staff shall have knowledge and understanding of the
technical and regulatory aspects of the development and/or review of ETE studies.
The NRC will rely on representations made by CNWRA concerning the qualifications of the staff
assigned to this SOW, including assurance that all information contained in the technical and
cost proposals, including resumes, are accurate and truthful. The resume for each person
proposed to work under this SOW (project manager, technical staff, employees, consultants,
specialists or subcontractors) shall describe the individual's experience and/or knowledge in
developing and/or evaluating ETE studies. The use of particular personnel on this SOW is
subject to the NRC Project Manager's approval. This includes any proposed changes to key
personnel during the life of the contract.
The number of staff required may vary during the course of the contract.

The table below identifies the tasks and deliverables associated with this SOW. Review
activities 2, 3, 4and 5 will be unique to each updated ETE study and Delivery Order, and shall
be completed in the traditional First In First Out (FIFO) sequence, as they are made available to
CNWRA by the NRC Project Manager..
Completeness Review Activities
Develop a working knowledge of NUREG/CR 7002
(Attachment 1) and specifically the use of the Appendix B
checklist.
Conduct a "completeness" review of the updated ETE study
as described in NUREG/CR-7002. Record the review in the
checklist (Appendix B). The checklist should be signed by
the Center's reviewer and Project Manager.
Prepare an email transmittal for each Updated ETE that
reports the completion of the review (attachment 2) If
appropriate, include a list that identifies any checklist items
that have no response, or an inadequate response in the
licensee's submission. See template (Attachment 2)
Transmit the completed Delivery Order review packages to
the NRC Project Manager, Walter Lange at
Walter.Lange@nrc.gov and to
ETEUPDATES.Resource@nrc.gov.

1

3

4

Provide a monthly report of all new, in-process and
completed reviews in accordance with the template,
provided in Attachment 3.

5
I_

5.0

Completion
Schedule
Within 2 weeks of
contract award.
Within 4 weeks of
assignment by the
NRC project
manager.
(See attachment 2)
Within 4 weeks of
assignment by the
NRC project
manager.
(See attachment 2
and 5)
Within 4 weeks, of
assignment by the
NRC project
manager or as
agreed between
NRC PM and
CNWRA PM.
Monthly, by the 15'
of the next month
for the preceding
month.

LEVEL OF EFFORT AND PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

The level of effort for this contract is estimated at 2,600 professional staff hours based on an
estimated 40 hours per review for each of 65 submissions from licensees.
It is anticipated that licensees will be submitting their updated ETE studies over an extended
period, and that the review of the submissions will be accomplished as shown in the table
below.

The projected period of performance is expected to be approximately 23 months from
authorization of work. Authorization of work could be as early as February 2012.

6.0

FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

Total

1200 hrs

1000 hrs

400 hours

2,600 hrs

CONFLICT OF INTEREST:

CNWRA shall provide disclosures for current work, planned work, and past work for non-NRC
entities: (i) in the same technical area, or (ii) on the same or similar matter, as the NRC project
scope of work. Non-NRC entities include, but are not limited to: NRC licensees, vendors,
industry groups or research institutes that represent or are substantially comprised of nuclear
utilities. Each disclosure for NRC review shall include a copy of an official scope of
work/purchase order, the dollar value of the work, and the period of performance. It is
understood that NRC shall make all determinations concerning Organizational Conflicts of
Interest (OCOls).
Potential OCOIs shall be identified during the pre-award period based on consideration of the
NPP licensees listed from NUREG-1350 "NRC Information Digest," Attachment 4. The
contractor shall submit a statement affirming that no conflicts exist
7.0

DELIVERABLES AND TECHNICAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

All reports are to be submitted electronically using AdobeAcrobat (pdf) to the NRC Project
Manager, with a copy to ETEUPDATES.Resource@nrc.gov.
Results of this work are pre-decisional. The CNWRA may not release any files to the public or
cause any files to be published in any form.

8.0

PERIODIC STATUS REPORT

The CNWRA shall provide a periodic report approximately every 4 weeks. The report shall
provide the technical and financial status of the effort. CNWRA shall transmit the report by
email to the NRC Project Manager and to ETEUPDATES@nrc.gov. (See Attachment 3)
9.0

MEETINGS AND TRAVEL

There is no requirement for travel associated with this contract. Any meetings will be conducted
by teleconferencing, unless specifically authorized in writing by the NRC Project Manager.

10.0

REFERENCES:

Related reference documents are listed in NUREG/CR-7002.

11.0

LICENSE FEE RECOVERY COST STATUS

License Fee Recovery (Title10 Parts 170 and 171 of the Code of Federal Regulations) is not
applicable to the work defined in this SOW.

ATTACHMENTS

1.

NUREG/CR-7002, "Criteria for Development of Evacuation Time Estimate Studies."

2.

Email transmittal for deliverables (template)

3.

Periodic status report (template)

4.

Listing of Operating Nuclear Power Plants
from NUREG-1350, "NRC Information Digest"

5.

Memorandum for transmitting completed reviews for a Delivery Order.

6.

Call Order Form
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ABSTRACT
The evacuation time estimate (ETE) is a calculation of the time to evacuate the plume exposure
pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ), which Is an area with a radius of about 10 miles
(16 kin) around a nuclear power plant. The ETE is primarily used to inform protective action
decision-making and may also be used to assist in development of traffic management plans to
support an evacuation. The ETE should be developed to provide the time to evacuate
90 percent and 100 percent of the total population of the EPZ. The 90 percent ETE provides
the time value that would typically be used to support protective action decisions. This
document provides guidance for the development of ETEs, including those associated with
staged evacuation protective actions. The document also identifies the importance of using
approved emergency response plans and existing traffic control information to reflect the
expected response actions during an emergency. Guidance on the review and update of ETEs
is also included. The format and guidance provided herein will support consistent application of
the ETE methodology, and can serve as a template for the development of ETE studies.
Applicants and licensees may propose an alternative method for complying with the associated
relevant portions of the emergency preparedness regulations, which the NRC would need to
deem acceptable If they provide the basis for the findings required for the issuance or
continuance of a permit or license by the Commission.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement
The information collections contained in this NUREG are subject to the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.), which were approved by the Office of Management and
Budget, approval numbers 3150-0011 and 3150-0151.
Public Protection Notification
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not
required to respond to, a request for information or an Information collection requirement unless
the requesting document displays a currently valid OMB control number.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The evacuation time estimate (ETE) is a calculation of the time to evacuate the plume exposure
pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ), which Is an area with a radius of about 10 miles
around a nuclear power plant (NRC, 1980). Section IV of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50
requires that an analysis of the time required to evacuate be provided for various sectors and
distances within the plume exposure pathway EPZ for transient and permanent residents. The
ETE is primarily used to Inform protective action decision-making and may also be used to
assist in development of traffic management plans to support an evacuation. The ETE Is used
as an Information tool, and therefore, no minimum evacuation time must be achieved. The
guidance in NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
Plants," Criterion J.10, provides additional Information regarding the use of ETE results (NRC,
1980). ETEs should be used by licensees in the development of offslte protective action
recommendations and by offsite response organizations (OROs) when making offsite protective
action decisions.
This guidance document details the process for the development of ETEs for four population
segments including:
"
"
*
*

Permanent residents and transient population;
Transit dependent permanent residents;
Special facility residents (e.g., hospitals, prisons, nursing homes, etc.); and
School populations.

Guidance is provided on developing evacuation demand, preparation activities, ETE modeling
and reporting results. Some of the key criteria developed in this document include:
" Development of ETEs for the staged evacuation protective action;
* Emphasis on the use of existing emergency preparedness programs when developing
the ETE;
" Use of traffic simulation modeling;
* Consideration of shadow evacuations in the analysis;
* Verification of commitment of resources, such as buses and ambulances, etc.;
" Consideration of the evacuation tail; and
" ETE updates.
Research in evacuations has shown that implementation of staged evacuations can be more
beneficial to the public health and safety (NRC, 2007). This guidance document establishes an
approach to develop ETEs for a staged evacuation.
It is important to use the information found in approved emergency plans when developing an
ETE study to ensure that the results represent the expected response from authorities. This
guidance document emphasizes the use of existing emergency planning methodology when
developing the ETE including:
•

Use of existing registration programs for people with disabilities and those with access
and functional needs who do not reside in special facilities;
" Modeling of planned or approved evacuation routes;
" Use of approved traffic control plans in the analysis; and
vii

*

Use of planned bus routes for analysis of the transit dependent population evacuation.

This guidance describes the benefits of using traffic simulation modeling to calculate the ETE
and establishes measures of effectiveness (MOEs) for use in the review of this ETE element.
When an ETE is developed without the use of a traffic simulation model, supporting data and
calculations consistent with this guidance document should be provided. The guidance also
establishes the need to include a 20 percent shadow evacuation in the analysis. A shadow
evacuation is defined as an evacuation of people from areas outside an officially declared
evacuation zone. The shadow population is considered in the analysis to account for any effect
of this population group impeding the evacuation of those under evacuation orders.
This guidance emphasizes the importance of verifying the committed resources, such as buses
and ambulances, required to support evacuation of the transit dependent and school
populations, as well as people with disabilities and those with access and functional needs. The
number and location of available resources directly affect the ETE, and lack of available
resources has been a problem in some large scale evacuations (NRC, 2008a).
ETEs provide information for use In the formulation of a licensee's protective action
recommendation and the ORO's protective action decisions. It is important that the time to
evacuate the public is clearly understood to ensure the most appropriate protective action is
implemented. ETEs that overestimate or underestimate evacuation time are not helpful in
making the best protective action decision. Research of existing evacuations (NRC, 2005a;
NRC, 2007) shows that a small percentage of the public, about 10 percent, takes a longer time
to evacuate. This 10 percent is defined as the "evacuation tail." Planning is established to
evacuate all of the public; however, decision makers should use the 90 percent ETE values
when developing procedures for the implementation of protective action decisions. The
90 percent value informs decision makers of the estimated time to evacuate the vast majority of
the public, and the 100 percent ETE informs decision makers on the likely time for the EPZ to
be fully evacuated. Therefore, the time to evacuate 90 and 100 percent of the population
should be provided in the ETE study.
Section IV of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 requires ETE updates when the EPZ permanent
resident population increases such that it causes ETE values to change by 25 percent or
30 minutes, whichever Is less, froom the licensee's currently NRC approved or updated ETE.
Additionally, in the unlikely event that the conditions of an EPZ are changed significantly due to
natural phenomena hazards or other reasons (e.g., a bridge collapse), an Interim update to the
ETE is recommended. This guidance document also identifies the importance of developing
ETE studies using traffic control plans agreed upon by the local authorities.
Use by Applicants and Licensees
Applicants and licensees 1 may voluntarily2 use the guidance in this document to demonstrate
compliance with the ETE analysis development required bythe NRC in 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix E, Section IV. Each ETE analysis report should be formatted consistent with this

2

Inthis section, "licensees" refers to licensees of nuclear power plants under 10 CFR Parts 50 and 52, and
the term "applicants* refers to applicants for licenses for nuclear power plants under 10 CFR Parts 50 and
52 and all applicants for early site permits with complete and Integrated emergency plans submitted under
10 CFR Part 52.
In this section, "voluntary" and voluntarily" means that the licensee is seeking the action of its own accord,
without the force of a legally binding requirement or an NRC representation of further licensing or
enforcement action.
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template and submitted to the NRC under 10 CFR 50.4 for review to confirm the completeness
of the ETE analysis. Methods or solutions that differ from those described in this document may
be deemed acceptable Ifthey provide sufficient basis and information for the NRC staff to verify
that the proposed alternative demonstrates compliance with the appropriate NRC regulations.
Ucensees may use the information in this document for actions which do not require NRC
review and approval. Licensees may use the information In this document or applicable parts to
resolve regulatory or inspection issuesUse by NRC Staff
During regulatory discussions on plant specific operational issues, the staff may discuss with
licensees various actions consistent with guidance in this document, as one acceptable means
of meeting the underlying NRC regulatory requirement. Such discussions would not ordinarily
be considered backfitting. However, unless this document Is part of the licensing basis for a
facility, the staff may not represent to the licensee that the licensee's failure to comply with the
guidance in this document constitutes a violation.
If an existing licensee voluntarily seeks a license amendment or change and (1) the NRC staff's
consideration of the request involves a regulatory issue directly relevant to this document and
(2) the specific subject matter of this document is an essential consideration in the staff's
determination of the acceptability of the licensee's request, then the staff may request that the
licensee either follow the guidance in this document or provide an equivalent alternative process
that demonstrates compliance with the underlying NRC regulatory requirements. This is not
considered backfifling as defined In 10 CFR 50.109(aX1) or a violation of any of the Issue
finality provisions in 10 CFR Part 52.
The NRC staff does not Intend or approve any Imposition or backfitting of the guidance In this
document. The NRC staff does not expect any existing licensee to use or commit to using the
guidance in this document, unless the licensee makes a change to its licensing basis. The NRC
staff does not expect or plan to request licensees to voluntarily adopt this document to resolve a
generic regulatory Issue. The NRC staff does not expect or plan to initiate NRC regulatory
action which would require the use of this document Examples of such unplanned NRC
regulatory actions include issuance of an order requiring the use of this guidance document,
requests for information under 10 CFR 50.54(f) as to whether a licensee Intends to commit to
use of this guidance, generic communication, or promulgation of a rule requiring the use of this
document without further backfit consideration.
Additionally, an existing applicant may be required to adhere to new rules, orders, or guidance if
10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) applies.
ff a licensee believes that the NRC is either using this document or requesting or requiring the
licensee to implement the methods or processes in this document In a manner inconsistent with
the discussion in this section, then the licensee may file a backfit appeal with the NRC in
accordance with the guidance in NUREG-1409 and NRC Management Directive 8.4.
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PREFACE
Advancements in the development of ETE modeling along with the knowledge gained through
research of large scale evacuations (NRC, 2005b; NRC, 2008a) have contributed to the need to
update the guidance for ETE development. Additionally, NUREG/CR-6953, Volume I, "Review
of NUREG-0654, Supplement 3, 'Criteria for Protective Action Recommendations for Severe
Accidents'" (NRC, 2007), concludes that a staged evacuation protective action provides greater
benefit than a standard radial keyhole evacuation. Guidance is provided herein on developing
staged evacuation ETEs. This guidance document provides a template for the development
and updating of ETE studies. It is Intended to assist users in Identifying contributing factors to
the ETE and provide a methodical process for development of data and performance of ETE
calculations.
Section 1 provides an introduction to the ETE, describes the characteristics of the EPZ,
establishes general assumptions, and identifies the evacuation scenarios to be evaluated.
Section 2 provides detail for consideration in developing demand estimates for permanent
residents and transients, transit dependent populations, special facilities, schools, and
quantifying a shadow evacuation. Section 3 describes the approach for evaluating the roadway
capacity and establishes values for use in adverse weather calculations. Section 4 discusses
the process for developing trip generation times and provides detail on information that should
be included in an ETE study when traffic simulation modeling is used. Section 5 Identifies other
considerations including development of a traffic control plan, potential enhancements to the
ETE, State and local review, reviews and updates of the ETE, when to Include the effect of
reception centers on the ETE, new reactors, and early site permits. Appendix A of the
document provides an example of roadway characteristics to be provided, and Appendix B
provides ETE review criteria.
Use of the format and criteria provided herein will support consistent application of ETE
methodology, thereby facilitating a consistent review of initial or updated ETE studies.
Ucensees should use the ETE when developing procedures that support making offsite
protective action recommendations and for developing those recommendations. OROs should
use the EVE when developing offslte protective action strategies and when making offsite
protective action decisions.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this section is to provide a description of the emergency planning zone (EPZ),
and to describe the general approach used to meet the requirements for developing an
evacuation time estimate (ETE). Section IV of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that an
analysis of the time required to evacuate be provided for various sectors and distances within
the plume exposure pathway EPZ for transient and permanent residents. To address this
requirement, licensees must develop an ETE, which is a calculation of the time required to
evacuate the 10-mile plume exposure pathway EPZ (NRC, 1980). The ETE is used to inform
the protective action decision-making process and to assist in the development of traffic
management plans to support an evacuation. The licensee should use the ETE when
developing procedures that support making protective action recommendations (PARs), and
offsite response organizations (OROs) should use the ETE when developing offsite protective
action strategies.
This NUREG/CR provides
detailed information and
guidance for use in
developing or updating an
ETE study. The format
and criteria provided herein
are intended to support
consistent application of
ETE methodology and will
facilitate NRC review of
initial or updated ETE..
studies. The format of the
sections, tables, and
figures presented herein
should be used, as
appropriate, for the specific
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4To establish the framework-.,
for the review, the ETE
=
r.ftstudy begins with an
introduction section. A
",•--Figure 1-1 Vicinity Map
description of the EPZ
should be provided
including the nuclear power plant (NPP) site location and any unique characteristics of the EPZ.
A map of the plume exposure pathway EPZ depicting the roadway network, population centers,
political jurisdiction boundaries, and significant topographical features such as rivers, lakes,
State parks, etc., should be included. The information may be provided on one or more maps
depending on the complexity of the EPZ and the ability to clearly identify the necessary
features. Figure 1-1 provides an example of a vicinity map of a hypothetical EPZ. Legends
should be provided for relevant symbols, acronyms, and abbreviations used in the presentation.

When updating an ETE study It is beneficial to provide an overview of changes that have
occurred since the development of the previous study. A comparison of the updated and
previous ETEs should be included when updating an existing ETE. Table 1-1 identifies
information that Is useful in comparing the ETEs.
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Table 1-1 ETE Comparison
ETE Element
Permanent Residents
- Total population
- Vehicle ratio
Transit dependent population
- Total population
- Number of buses
- Number of ambulances
Transient population
- Total population
Special Facilities
Total Population
Number of buses
Other transportation resources
Schools
- Total student population
Number of buses
Shadow evacuation percent estimated
Special Event(s)
Population
Location
Duration
Adverse Weather (rain, snow, ice, fog)
Evacuation Model - name and version
Scenarios

Previous ETE

Updated ETE

Assumptions_

The availability of traffic simulation models that support ETE calculations has increased
considerably in recent years. The U.S. Department of Transportation has sponsored the
'Evacuation Management Operations (EMO) Modeling Assessment: Transportation Modeling
Inventory" which is available to support the selection of an appropriate model for use in
evacuation analysis (DOT, 2007). Also, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has
developed a toolbox for use by analysts in modeling roadway networks (FHWA, 2004a). To
address the use of modeling in the analysis, this guidance document identifies measures of
effectiveness (MOEs) that will be used in the review of ETE studies. The ETE development
should include a description of the key inputs, assumptions, outputs, and computational
processes that are included in, or result from, the simulation. When an ETE is developed
without the use of a traffic simulation model, supporting data and calculations should be
developed consistent with the approach provided herein.
1.1

Approach

Evacuation analysis is based on moving the population away from the hazard in the most
expedient manner practical within the constraints of the roadway network. This generally
equates to a radial dispersion away from the hazard. ETEs are developed with consideration of
when an event may occur, weather conditions, traffic volume, and other unique considerations
of the EPZ. A well defined approach will ensure that key elements are addressed. Care should
be taken when using conservative values, such as "worst case" values, to ensure that the
analysis does not result in an aggregate of all 'worst case" values as this is not the intent of the
ETE. Methods used to address data uncertainties should be described.
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The approach should include a description of:
" The process used In development of the ETE;
" Meetings with planners, emergency managers, and local authorities, as related to the
resolution of issues affecting the ETE;
" Field surveys of roadways and traffic control systems;
" Information sources used to develop demographic data;
" The traffic control plans used in the analysis; and
" Evacuation modeling used for the analysis.
1.2

Assumptions

The planning basis for the ETE should Include the assumption that evacuation Is ordered
promptly and no early protective actions have been implemented. Use of this planning basis
allows the ETE to be calculated beginning with the initial notification to the public. It Is
recognized that most States have planning in place for implementation of early protective
actions, such as evacuating schools prior to the general public, when time would allow.
Concurrent events that could initiate evacuations on their own, such as hurricanes, need not be
assumed. For those sites where EPZs overlap, the ETE need only consider an evacuation of
the NPP that Is the focus of the study.
General and site specific assumptions should be provided to support the analysis. Assumptions
must be technically sound, be quantified when possible (NRC, 2005a), and have a basis.
General assumptions that are appropriate for use In the study are provided In Table 1-2.
Table 1-2 General Assumptions
1. The ETE is measured from the time that Instructons were first made available to the
public within the EPZ (e.g., initial emergency alert system [EAS] bradcast).
2. Mobilization of the public begins after inital notification.
3. Schools and special facilities receive initial notification at the same time as the rest of
the EPZ.
4. Evacuation time ends when the last vehicle has exited the EPZ.
5. Most vehicles at each residence will be used In the evacuation.
6. Background traffic is on the roadway when initial notification occurs.
7. A 50 percent capacity is appropriate for buses used in the evacuation of the
population dependent upon public transportation.
8. Buses used to evacuate schools and special facilities are loaded to capacity.
9. Shadow evacuation of 20 percent of the public occurs to a distance of 15 miles from
the NPP.
Addidional assumptions that are specific to a section of the analysis, such as roadway capacity,
should be included in the appropriate section of the ETE study.
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1.3

Scenario Development

Scenarios are developed to identify combinations of variables and events to provide ETEs
under varying conditions to support protective action decisions. Scenarios include season, day
of the week, time of day, weather conditions, special events, roadway impact, or other
circumstances that should be assessed. Multiple scenarios are intended to ensure that the ETE
results encompass a reasonable range of potential evacuation situations for the specific site.
Scenarios generally assume that residents evacuate from their home; however, it should not be
assumed that all residents are at home when the initial notification is received. A daytime
scenario should be developed for representative site-specific conditions during the work day.
The evening scenarios should represent the timeframe when residents are generally at home
with fewer residents dispersed within the EPZ. The number of scenarios may vary depending
on site-specific considerations, and the 10 scenarios Identified in Table 1-3 are expected.
Table 1-3 Evacuation Scenarios
Scenario
Season
Day
I
Summer
Midweek
2
Summer
Midweek
3
Summer
Weekend
4
Summer
Midweek and Weekend
5
Winter
Midweek
6
Winter
Midweek
7
Winter
Weekend
8
Winter
Midweek and Weekend
9
Special Events
10
Roadway Impact Midweek

Time
Daytime
Daytime
Daytime
Evening
Daytime
Daytime
Daytime
Evening
Daytime

Weather
Normal
Adverse
Normal
Normal
Normal
Adverse
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

A description of each scenario used in the study should be provided similar to those provided
below.
1. Summer Midweek Daytime (normal): This scenario represents a typical normal weather
daytime period when permanent residents are generally dispersed within the EPZ
performing daily activities and major work places are at typical daytime levels. This scenario
includes assumptions that permanent residents will evacuate from their place of residence;
schools are closed and students are at summer activities; hotel and motel facIlities are
occupied at average summer levels; and recreational facilities are at average summer
daytime levels.
2. Summer Midweek Daytime (adverse): This scenario represents an adverse weather
daytime period when permanent residents are generally dispersed within the EPZ
performing daily activities and major work places are at typical daytime levels. This scenario
includes assumptions that permanent residents will evacuate from their place of residence;
schools are closed and students are at summer activities; hotel and motel facilities are
occupied at average summer levels; and recreational facilities are at average summer
daytime levels.
3. Summer Weekend Daytime (normal): This scenario represents a typical normal weather
weekend period when permanent residents are both at home and dispersed within the EPZ
performing typical summer weekend activities. This scenario includes assumptions that
permanent residents will evacuate from their place of residence: schools are closed and
students are at home or with their families; work places are staffed at typical weekend
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levels; hotel and motel facilities are occupied at average summer weekend levels; and
recreational facilities are at average summer weekend levels.
4. Summer Midweek and Weekend Evening (normal): This scenario represents a typical
normal weather midweek and weekend evening period when permanent residents are
generally at home with fewer dispersed within the EPZ performing evening actkities. This
scenario includes assumptions that permanent residents will evacuate from their place of
residence; schools are closed and students are at home; work places are staffed at typical
evening levels; hotel and motel facilities are occupied at average summer levels; and
recreational facilities are at average summer evening levels.
5. Winter Midweek Daytime (normal): This scenario represents a typical normal weather
weekday period during the winter when school Is in session and the work force is at a full
daytime level. This scenario includes assumptions that permanent residents will evacuate
from their place of residence; students will evacuate directly from the schools; work places
are fully staffed at typical daytime levels; hotel and motel facilities are occupied at average
winter levels; and recreational facilities are at winter daytime levels. The number of
permanent resident vehicles may be reduced appropriately in this scenario to account for
the number of students at school within the EPZ, because the buses used for evacuation of
students account for the vehicle load.
6. Winter Midweek Daytime (adverse): This scenario represents an adverse weather
weekday period during the winter when school is in session and the work force is at a full
daytime level. This scenario includes assumptions that permanent residents will evacuate
from their place of residence; students will evacuate directly from the schools; work places
are fully staffed at typical daytime levels; hotel and motel facilities are occupied at average
winter levels; and recreational facilities are at winter daytime levels. The number of resident
vehicles may be reduced appropriately In this scenario to account for the number of
students at school within the EPZ, because the buses used for evacuation of students
account for the vehicle load.
7. Winter Weekend Daytime (normal): This scenario reflects a typical normal weather winter
weekend period when permanent residents are both at home and dispersed within the EPZ,
and the work force is at a weekend level. This scenario includes assumptions that
permanent residents will evacuate from their place of residence; schools are closed and
students are at home: work places are staffed at typical weekend levels; hotel and motel
facilities are occupied at average winter weekend levels and recreational facilities are at
winter weekend levels.
8. Winter Midweek and Weekend Evening (normal): This scenario reflects a typical normal
midweek and weekend evening period when permanent residents are home and the work
force is at a nighttime level. This scenario includes assumptions that permanent residents
will evacuate from their place of residence; schools are dosed and students are at home;
work places are staffed at typical nighttime levels; hotel and motel facilities are occupied at
average winter levels; and recreational facilities are at winter evening levels.
9. Special Events (normal): This scenario should reflect a special event activity where peak
tourist populations are present within the EPZ. Assumptions made should reflect the
timeframe In which the special event occurs. The population attending the event should be
developed considering both transients and permanent EPZ residents who may be in
attendance to avoid double-counting residents. The remaining permanent resident
5

percentage, those not attending the event, will be assumed to evacuate from their
residence. Work places will be staffed at typical levels; hotel and motel facilities are
occupied at peak special event levels; and recreational facilities are at appropriate levels
based on the event and time of year.
10. Roadway Impact Midweek Daytime (normal): The Intent of this scenario is to represent a
variety of conditions that may impact a roadway segment such as construction, flooding,
vehicle accidents, etc. The roadway impact scenario should assume that during a summer
midweek normal weather daytime scenario, one segment of one of the top five highest
volume roadways will be out of service and unavailable to evacuees. An alternative to
removing one roadway segment from use is to analyze the effect of a single outbound lane
being shut down on an interstate highway. This analysis is conducted to understand the
potential Impact of such an event and to support the development of a traffic control plan by
Identifying areas where OROs may want to consider additional emergency planning such as
the pre-positioning of response vehicles (e.g., tow trucks). The ETE for this scenario is not
typically used in protective action recommendations or decisions.
1.3.1

Staged Evacuation

Evacuation research has shown that implementation of a staged keyhole evacuation can be
more beneficial to the public health and safety than the normal keyhole evacuation (NRC,
2007). A staged evacuation is where one area is ordered to evacuate while adjacent areas are
ordered to shelter in place until directed to evacuate. When making protective action
recommendations and decisions that Include a staged keyhole evacuation, it is necessary to
understand the ETE for this protective action. The following description of a staged keyhole
evacuation Is expected In the ETE study; however, sIte-specific PAR logic must also be
addressed In the ETE study.
For each scenario, an estimate of the time to complete a staged keyhole evacuation is needed
to support protective action decision-making. A discussion should be included on the approach
used In the development of a staged keyhole evacuation. This analysis involves evacuating the
0-2 mile zone while the 2-5 mile zone is under a shelter-in-place order. When approximately
90 percent of the 0-2 mile zone has cleared the 2 mile zone boundary, based on the ETE, the 25 mile zone would be loaded onto the evacuation network. The 2-5 mile residents enter the
roadway network as the 0-2 mile population is passing through the area. During the time
required for the 0-2 mile zone to evacuate, the 2-5 mile zone may be assumed to be preparing
to evacuate, potentially reducing the trip generation time elements for this area. The analysis
combines the time to evacuate the 0-2 mile zone with the time to evacuate the 2-5 mile keyhole
area. A shadow evacuation of 20 percent should be included in this analysis as described In
Section 2.5.2.
The shelter time of residents within the 2-5 mile zone would correspond to the ETE for
90 percent evacuation of the 0-2 mile zone. The ETE value for the 0-2 mile 90 percent
evacuation that will be used in response procedures is the estimated value obtained from the
ETE document. It is not based on actual movement of vehicles during an evacuation.
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1.4

Evacuation Planning Areas

The ETE is typically developed based upon the EPZ response planning areas. These areas are
commonly referred to as Emergency Response Planning Areas (ERPAs), but may also be
referred to as subareas, protective action areas, protective action zones, or other site specific
terminology. For purposes of this document, the term
ERPA will be used; however, local terminology Is
appropriate and acceptable. ERPAs are defined as
local areas within the EPZ for which emergency
response information Is provided. These areas are
typically defined by geographic or political boundaries
to support emergency response planning and may
not conform to a precise 10-mile radius from the NPP
(NRC, 1980).
L
ETEs should be developed for the complete
N
evacuation of the following:
0 0-2 mile zone;
Figure 1-2 Keyhole Evacuation
* 2-5 mile zone for a staged evacuation;
* 0-5 mile zone;
& Affected ERPAs necessary to support site-specific PAR logic (i.e., keyhole based on
wind direction as
shown in Tables 1-4
-weN
W1171,$1N
l
and 1-5); and
* Complete EPZ.,
L

Protective actions are
implemented at the ERPA

sum

level. For those sites where
ERPAs are large and
encompass areas out to
5 miles, the analyses,
including the staged
evacuation, should be based
on the existing ERPAs.
ERPA configurations do not
need to be revised to

facilitate the ETE analysis.

-sea
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The analyses are performed
i
using a keyhole evacuation
.
I '
as the basis. The term
.
_
keyhole evacuation is used
.
-'--"
because the area evacuated
Figure 1-3 Emergency Response Planning Areas
resembles a keyhole,
including a 360 degree area around the site with a two-mile radius, and continuing in a
downwind direction, typically out to 5 miles from the NPP as shown in Figure 1-2. The keyhole
includes the downwind sector and adjoining sectors on each side. The calculation of the ETE
for a keyhole evacuation previously Included the 0-2 mile zone; however, this guidance now
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separates the time for the 0-2 mile zone and the 2-5 mile zone to support protective action
decision making for a staged evacuation. Analysis of keyhole evacuations that include the 0-2
mile zone may still be performed, but these should be in addition to the staged evacuation
analysis.
Evacuation areas are developed by assuming a plume travels in a fixed wind direction, and an
ETE is calculated for all of the ERPAs within the plume sector and at least the two adjoining
sectors. Figure 1-3 provides an example of an EPZ and generic ERPAs. To implement an
initial keyhole evacuation, the 2-mile radius and affected downwind sectors would be evacuated
to 5 miles. The affected downwind sectors in this example are the SSW and the adjacent S and
SW sectors. All of the ERPAs encroached upon by these sectors would be evacuated.
Development of a full suite of ETEs requires that this process be repeated for each sector
rotating around the EPZ until ETEs are calculated for all wind directions and scenarios.
In the example displayed in Figure 1-3, for a wind direction from the NNE to the SSW, the 2-mile
zone includes only ERPA A and the 5-mile downwind sectors encroach upon ERPAs B and C,
which would also be evacuated. Therefore, Table 1-5, shows the affected ERPAs are A, B,
and C. For the ETE study, a map identifying the ERPAs should be provided along with a table
identifying affected ERPAs for each wind direction.
As indicated in Table 1-4, ETEs are developed for each wind direction around the EPZ. When
additional ETEs are developed for the keyhole, inclusive of the 2-mile zone, the format in
Table 1-5 is appropriate. ETEs for the transit dependent population, special facilities, and
schools are developed separately.
Table 1.4 Evacuation Areas for a ata!ged Evacuat)on Keyhole
Affected
Area
A B C D E F G H I J K L
ERPAs
A
2 mile ring
X
AthruF
5rmilering
XXX
X X X
AthruL
FulI EPZ
X X X X X XXiX X X# X
Evacuate 2 to 5 miles downwind
Affected ERPAs
Wind Direction
A B C D E F G H I J K L
BC
N
X X
BC
NNE
X X
BCD
NE
X XIX
BCD
ENE
X XXX
CD
E
XIX
CD
ESE
X X
D
SE
X
DF
SSE
X
IX
DE
S
I X XX
DEF
SSW
X XX
DEF
SW
X X
EF
WSW
X X
BF
W
X
X
B
WNW
X
X
B
X
I-BC
NNW
X X I------_from

-W
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Table 1-6 Evacuation Areas for a Keyhole Inclusive of the 2-Mile Zone
'c'ed
ERPAs

ABC
ABC
ABCD
ABCD
ACD

Area
AIB ICDIOE IF IGHI
FT1j
Evacuate 2-mile zone and 5 miles downwind
Affected ERPAs
Wind Direction
A B C D E F G H I J
(from)
I
X X X
N
I
x x X
NNE
X X X
NE
I
ENE,
X X X
XX
X
E
-X

XX

ESE

X

SE

X

X

SSE
S
SSW

X
X
X

X
X
X

AEF

SW

X

X X

AEF

WSW

X

Xx

ABF

W

ABF
AB
ABC

WNW
NW
NNW

X X
XX

ACD

AD
ADF
ADEF
ADEF

X

X
X

X
X
X
I

X
x

_

X

-

XXX

__
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2.0

DEMAND ESTIMATION

The objective of this section is to detail the process for developing an estimate of the number of
people to be evacuated. The NRC's regulations in 10 CFR 50.47(b)(10) require that "a range of
protective actions has been developed for the plume exposure pathway EPZ for emergency
workers and the public." The public includes all persons located within the EPZ, including
residents, transients, people with disabilities and those with access and functional needs, and
any other member of the public. Demographic data, together with information and assumptions
on population groups support an estimate of the public and corresponding vehicles that will be
evacuating the area. Demand estimation for the following four population segments should be
developed:
1. Permanent Residents and Transient Population - Permanent residents include all
people having a residence In the area. The transient population includes tourists,
shoppers, employees, etc., who visit but do not reside In the area.
2. Transit Dependent Permanent Residents - Permanent residents who do not have
access to a vehicle or are dependent upon help from outside the hometo evacuate.
3. Special Facility Residents -. Residents of nursing homes, assisted living centers, and
those confined to hospitals, jails, prisons, etc.
4. Schools - All private and public educational facilities within the EPZ. Colleges and
universities should be assessed on a case-by-case basis, recognizing that college
students typically have access to a vehicle.
Demand estimates for these four population groups are developed separately to account for all
of the public within the EPZ.
2.1

Permanent Residents and Transient Population

The number of permanent residents should be estimated using U.S, Census Bureau data
adjusted as necessary for growth. Along with census data, local data may be used for
population estimates. The population values used in the ETE should be developed for the year
the ETE is prepared. The permanent resident population group is dMded into two subgroups
Including:
1. Residents having available private transportation.
2. Transit dependent residents (dependent on others for transportation).
The distribution of permanent resident and transient populations should be provided in a format
similar to Figure 2-1 with total populations provided for each sector. The rings and sectors of
this figure may be extended to 15 miles to show the shadow populations.
2.1.1

Permanent Residents with Vehicles

An estimate of persons per vehicle should be provided. An estimate of 1 to 2 people per vehicle
is typical. Values within this range should be used for the permanent population, unless site
specific Information supports the use of lower or higher values.
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Figure 2-1 Population by Sector
2.1.2

Transient Population

The transient population includes people temporarily visiting the area such as tourists,
shoppers, employees who do not reside within the EPZ, etc. A list of facilities that attract
transient populations should be developed, and peak and average attendance for these facilities
should be listed. The use of average attendance values, by season, is generally acceptable.
For example, the summer average weekday population for beach areas would be used for
summer weekday scenarios, and average weekend population would be used for weekend
scenarios.
The transient population should be Itemized and totaled as appropriate for each scenario. For
example, motel capacities may be full for evening scenarios, but empty during daytime
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scenarios when tourists are visiting parks or other areas. The distribution of the transient
population should be provided in a format similar to Figure 2-1. Care should be taken not to
double-count transient populations. To avoid double-counting transients and permanent
residents, indicate the percent of permanent residents of the EPZ assumed to be at parks,
shopping, or other locations. The number of people per vehicle should be identified. A value of
2.5 people per vehicle is typical, but this may vary by type of facility or location. A basis should
be provided if higher vehicle occupancy rates are used. Large employers, defined as those with
50 or more employees working a single shift, should be listed and include the number of people
per vehicle.
2.2

Transit Dependent Permanent Residents

An estimate Is needed for the time to evacuate those residents that do not have access to a
vehicle. Special services that may be needed to support the evacuation of these residents must
be considered (NRC, 1980) and identified within the ETE study. Surveys are helpful in
identifying the site specific demographics of this population group, including the number of
Individuals and specialized transport needs. This population group may include:
8
*
0
a
0

Households with no vehicles;
Households with unsupervised latchkey children;
Households with one vehicle that is at work and would not return;
Households where residents have limitations on driving (e.g., elderly who do not drive at
night or do not drive distances of more than a few miles); and
Households dependent on speciafized transportation such as wheelchair vans or
ambulances.

Local and county emergency plans should be reviewed to identify if plans are in place to provide
transportation to transit dependent residents during an evacuation. Where local plans exist,
these should be used in developing the ETE. Data from local and county emergency planning
registration programs should be used as a first order planning tool to support the demand
estimate, but should not be used as the only source of data.
Previous research (NRC, 2008b) and data reviewed on existing ETEs indicate a range of about
3 to 10 percent of EPZ permanent resident populations may be transit dependent. It is
recognized that a portion of the population will rideshare during an evacuation, leaving the area
with friends, neighbors, or relatives, and it is acceptable to assume that up to 50 percent of
residents without vehicles will rideshare. This value is based on results of a national telephone
survey conducted of EPZ residents (NRC, 2008b) which indicated more than 50 percent of
residents would offer a ride to individuals waiting for transportation. Empirical data obtained
from the widely studied Mississauga, Canada evacuation in 1979 (IES, 1981) also supports a
value of 50 percent. If a higher value is used, a basis should be provided. Assuming that
50 percent of transit dependent persons rideshare suggests that 1.5 percent to 5 percent of the
EPZ permanent resident population may require transportation. A basis should be provided for
use of values lower than 1.5 percent.
The capacity of municipal buses is based on adults, and the capacity of school buses is based
on children. Considering that residents are evacuating with their belongings, Including clothing,
medicines, pets, etc., a reasonable estimate for buses is 50 percent of the stated seating
capacity (NRC, 2008a) with no credit taken for standing room capacity. The capacities
assumed for buses and other transportation should be identified and If an estimate higher than
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50 percent capacity Is used, a basis for the estimate should be provided. Care should be taken
not to double-count resources when calculating transportation needs for populations dependent
on public transport and the transportation needs for special facility residents. The availability of
transportation resources and drivers should be confirmed.
A subset of transit dependent residents includes people with disabilities and those with access
and functional needs that live independent of a special facility. A recent telephone survey of
residents living within EPZs found that six percent of respondents said they, or someone in their
household, would need assistance to evacuate (NRC, 2008b). Information on households with
residents dependent on specialized transportation such as wheelchair vans or ambulances
should be developed and quantified separately.
A summary of the total number of vehicles (e.g., buses, ambulances, specialized transport
vehicles) available to support the evacuation of transit dependent residents, as well as people
with disabilities and those with access and functional needs, not residing in special facilities
should be provided. This will support the determination of how many evacuation runs may be
needed.
2.3

Special Facility Residents

Special facility residents are those who reside in special facilides and are dependent upon
facility personnel for transportation In an emergency. This includes, but is not limited to,
hospitals, nursing homes, jails, and prisons. Special facility personnel are counted in the
special facility population group. The process for obtaining special facility data should be
described and typically includes contacting each facility. A list of special facilities, including the
type of facility, location, and population, should be provided. The number of wheelchair and
bedbound individuals should be identified. The average number of patients typically at the
facility should be used. There may be unique situations where, after extensive efforts to obtain
data on facilities, information is not available and assumptions must be used. In such instances,
assumptions must be well documented and have a basis. For instance, considering similar
facilities, such as nursing homes, an estimated capacity might be based on beds per square
foot of the facility and should be comparable to other nursing homes in the area.
When evacuation cannot be accomplished with a single bus run, additional bus runs should be
clearly indicated. Resources needed to evacuate special facilities typically include buses, vans,
ambulances, automobiles, drivers and specially trained staff. Speciefly trained staff may include
medical support or security support for prisons, jails, and other correctional facilities. The
number and capacity of all vehicles needed to support the evacuation should be provided. Care
should be taken not to double-count resources when calculating transportation needs for
populations dependent on public transport and the transportation needs for special facilities.
The availability of resources and drivers should be confirmed.
2.4

Schools

State and local emergency response plans typically include early protective actions for
evacuation of schools prior to the general public if time allows. However, the development of
ETEs should consider that school evacuations begin with the same initial notification provided to
the general public. Schools present a unique issue with the expectation that some students
may be picked up by parents, relatives, or friends which may reduce the student population
requiring bus transportation. A list of schools, including name, location, student population, and
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transportation resources required to support the evacuation should be provided. The source of
the school population values should be Identified.
In many areas high school students drive to
school, and these students would be
expected to evacuate in their personal

vehicles. Busing for high school students
may be reduced to reflect the number of
students that drive as estimated by school
staff. For elementary and middle schools,
transportation resources should be based
on 100 percent school capacity. Discussion
should be provided on the assumptions for
evacuation of school staff. When
evacuation cannot be accomplished with a
single trip, the need for return trips should
be clearly indicated.
2.5

"SA
-

p

"

Other Demand Estimate
Considerations

Figure 2-2 Shadow Area for Keyhole Evacuation
As described below, demand estimates
should also be considered for peak
populations during special events within the EPZ, shadow evacuations for the population
extending out to 15 miles from the NPP, and for the background and pass through traffic within
the EPZ.
2-5.1

Special Events

Special events occur within most EPZs and can attract large numbers of transients to the EPZ
for short periods of time. Special events might include Fourth of July celebrations, Christmas
parades, sporting events, or any number of activities that bring large populations into the EPZ.
These events frequently define the peak tourist population that is to be included in the study
(NRC, 1980). All special events that draw a large group of transients should be listed in the
ETE with the estimated population, duration, and season of the event However, only one
special event that encompasses the peak tourist population needs to be analyzed as described
below.
The total attendance for an event may provide information that is useful In development of the
ETE but may not need to be considered as the demand estimation used. For Instance, a
weekend festival that draws 100,000 people over the duration of the event may not need to be
assessed as an evacuation of 100,000 people. The average hourly or daily attendance may
provide a better evacuation number than the total population of the festival. For events where
the attendees arrive and depart at relatively the same time, such as a sporting event, the total
values are appropriate for use. To avoid double-counting transients and permanent residents,
indicate the percent of permanent residents of the EPZ assumed to be at special events.
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2.5.2

Shadow Evacuation

A shadow evacuation occurs when people outside of any officially declared evacuation zone
evacuate without having been instructed to do so. Shadow evacuations are considered in
developing the demand estimation because the additional traffic generated has the potential to
Impede an evacuation of the EPZ. A shadow evacuation of 20 percent of the permanent
resident population, based on U.S. Census Bureau data, should be assumed to occur in areas
outside of the evacuation area being assessed extending to 15 miles from the NPP as shown in
Figure 2-2. The 20 percent value is static to support a standardized assessment. A shadow
evacuation would likely occur in a graded manner with the potential for.a 20 percent shadow to
occur from the areas that are closer to the declared evacuation area, decreasing with distance
away from the affected area.
Population estimates for the shadow evacuation in the 10 to 15 mile area beyond the EPZ
should be provided by sector. The loading of the shadow population onto the roadway network
should be applied consistent with the trip generation time developed for the permanent resident
population beginning when the evacuation of the 0-2 mile area begins. It is not necessary to
estimate a shadow population for transient or special facility populations.
2.5.3

Background and Pass Through Traffic

Background and pass through traffic contribute to the demand estimation. Background traffic is
defined as vehicles on the roadway when the initial notification occurs and consists of both
residents and transients within the EPZ. it is important to consider that these individuals may be
on the roadway within the EPZ at the beginning of an emergency and the ETE should include
time for activities needed to return home, when appropriate, and then evacuate. Pass through
traffic includes vehicles that enter the EPZ roadway network and 'pass through' prior to the
establishment of access control points. In some EPZs, this may account for a significant
volume of vehicles. The volume of vehicles should be representative of the average daytime
traffic within the EPZ. Values may be reduced for nighttime scenarios. It is appropriate to
assume that pass through traffic will stop entering the EPZ about 2 hours after initial notification
when access control points have been established.
2.6

Summary of Demand Estimation

The assessment of the demand estimation will provide the total number of people and vehicles
to be evacuated for each of the population groups including permanent residents with vehicles,
transit dependent permanent residents (those who require specialized vehicle transportation
and those who only require bus transportation), transients, special facilities, schools, shadow
population, and background and pass-through demand. A summary table should be provided
that identifies the total populations used In the analysis for each scenario, and a separate
summary table should be provided that identifies the total number of vehicles by population
group for each scenario. These values should represent the input values used in the traffic
simulation modeling.
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3.0

ROADWAY CAPACITY

The objective of this section is to identify the methods and data used in the assessment of
roadway capacities. The capacity of a roadway Is defined as the maximum rate at which
vehicles can be expected to traverse a section of roadway during a given time period under
prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions. Roadway capacity influences evacuation
travel time particularly as traffic demand approaches or exceeds capacity. For this reason, a
detailed capacity analysis is important. Capacity analysis is performed through the application
of processes and equations established in the U. S. Department of Transportation's Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM) and augmented as appropriate for consideration of saturated flow
conditions. As roadways become saturated, the HCM methodologies are not as well developed,
and the analysis Is best performed using traffic simulation models, which use numerical
techniques to predict performance of traffic behavior, The method used to assess roadway
capacity should be discussed.
3.1

Roadway Characteristics

Roadway characteristics are needed for proper depiction of the evacuation transportation
network. Roadways should be categorized by functional class to identify the types of roadways
used in the analysis. Local or regional terminology may be used for the roadway classes, and
the following classes should be identified If present:
"
*
"
"
"
*

Freeways or Interstates;
Freeway ramps;
Major arterials;
Minor arterials;
Collectors; and
Local roadways.

In all cases, a field survey of the key routes within the EPZ should be performed to validate
existing mapping and obtain roadway characteristics and information for use In the analyses. At
a minimum, the following information should be obtained:
"
"
•
"
•
•
*
"
"
*
*

Number of lanes;
Lane and shoulder width;
Grade changes of more than about 4 percent;
Left turns in lane group;
Right turns In lane group;
Narrowest roadway segments on evacuation routes;
Roundabouts or rotary intersections;
Toll gates and associated lane channelization;
Intersection queuing capacities;
Posted speed limits; and
Areas where frequent flooding of roadways occur.

A legible map of the roadway system that Identifies node numbers and segments used to
develop the ETE similar to Figure 3-1 should be Included. An electronic version of the map may
be provided to allow enlargement as needed to support a detailed review of the nodes and
segments of the roadway network. Depending on the complexity of the EPZ and the number of
nodes and segments, the map may be presented in quadrants or other sectors to provide the
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necessary clarity. A table of roadway characteristics should be presented in a format similar to
that provided in Appendix A, "Roadway Network Characteristics.'
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Figure 3-1 Roadway Network Identifying Nodes and Segments
3.2

Capacity Analysis

The processes outlined in the HCM for two lane highways, multi-lane highways and freeways
are used to determine the capacity of roadway segments by accounting for lane width, lateral
clearance, heavy vehicles, etc., through the use of adjustment factors (TRB, 2000). However,
many of the computational approaches used in the HCM break down as the roadway capacity is
exceeded. Because this is a prominent condition during evacuations, traffic simulation modeling
Is used to assess traffic behavior. These models can better assess saturated flow where
evacuation time becomes more dependent on the ratio of demand to capacity (v/c ratio) under
the conditions and characteristics of the roadway network and the interactions between
individual vehicles on the roadway.
The approach used to calculate the roadway capacity for the transportation network should be
described in detail and should discuss important factors that are expressly used in the modeling,
particularly those associated with the control and/or interruption of flow within the network. An
approach that provides a more detailed analysis of key routes, such as evacuation routes, is
suggested. Such an approach would include applying field acquired data to routes designated
as evacuation routes. Routes that are not designated evacuation routes must also be
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evaluated, but field estimates in lieu of feld measurements may be appropriate for these
roadways. The capacity analysis should expressly state where field information is utilized in the
ETE calculation and how it was acquired.
3.3

Intersection Control

The efficiency of roadway networks Is frequently constrained by intersection capacity which Is
influenced by intersection control. Important characteristics of Intersections include the number
of approach lanes for through traffic, left and right turn lanes, and effective green time, which is
the time that is used by vehicles to enter the intersection at the saturation flow rate. A
discussion should be provided regarding how intersection characteristics are represented within
the evacuation model. A list of Intersections should be provided that Includes the total number
of intersections that were modeled with unsignalized control (e.g., stop signs), signalization, or
traffic control personnel who physically direct traffic.
When developing the ETE, local agencies should be contacted to understand whether special
signal timing plans exist for emergency conditions. Where these emergency condition timing
plans exist, and are current, this information should be used In the analysis. A detailed
description of the approach to modeling Intersections should be provided. In particular, this
should Include the signal cycle timing, green time allocation to the constituent approaches, and
other control variables such as whether signals work within a coordinated corridor or are
coordinated across the network.
A key objective of traffic modeling is to best represent the expected traffic flow under evacuation
conditions. The analysis approach should not attempt to optimize traffic flow through
intersections. All signalized intersections should be Included in the traffic simulation modeling;
however, it is not practical or necessary to obtain individual traffic signalization timing for every
intersection, because signal timing often changes throughout the day depending on traffic flow.
Traffic simulation modeling should consider the following types of intersections:
" Unsignalized;
" Fixed time signals;
" Actuated signals; and
" Manned traffic controlled intersections,
Unsignalized Intersections, such as those featuring stop or yield control, must be included.
Fixed time signals provide a constant effective green time through the intersection for the
primary and secondary roadways, and these timing durations may vary by time of day, It is
acceptable to assume that all fixed time signals within a jurisdiction operate under similar timing
conditions. Representative signal timing will need to be developed and may be determined by
obtaining signal timing during the field survey from a representative set of signals or may be
obtained from discussions with local transportation engineers. It is important that the fixed
timing signal locations and timing be identified in the analysis because it is likely that these will
continue to operate as fixed timing signals unless augmented by traffic control personnel. The
approach to determining the fixed signal timing should be described.
Actuated signals are more complex and allocate green time based on level of demand that
exists at each intersection approach, and the signal timing varies depending upon approach
volumes. One method for modeling actuated signals is to allocate green time based on the
level of demand flow between the primary and secondary cross streets to simulate saturated
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conditions in each direction. This method can effectively address the actuated signal
conditions. The approach to modeling actuated signal control must be documented within the
report.
Manned traffic controlled intersections are those locations where traffic control personnel will be
stationed during the evacuation to support traffic movement through the intersection. One
method for modeling manned traffic controlled intersections Is to treat these as actuated signals
and adjust the signal timing to reflect more efficient operations. It may be assumed that traffic
control personnel will attempt to move traffic through the Intersection in a way similar to that of
an actuated signal by reducing the lost time of through traffic and turning traffic.
In general, it may be assumed that manned traffic controlled intersections operate most
efficiently. Actuated signals would be less efficient, fixed timing signals still less efficient, and
non-signalized intersections would be the least efficient intersections. For simulation models
that adjust the signal cycle length within a single model run, a discussion of the process to
adjust the cycle timing should be provided. It should be clear If signal timing is adjusted within
the model for all intersections, for actuated signals, and for intersections manned by response
personnel to direct traffic. Characteristics of the 10 highest volume intersections within the EPZ
should be provided, including the location, signal cycle length, green time allocation, and turning
lane queue capacity as used in the modeling.
3.4

Adverse Weather

The adverse weather condition Is Intended to represent weather conditions that are probable
within the region. It is not necessary to evaluate those adverse weather conditions that may
occur at frequencies of 100 years or longer. The reduction factors in Table 3-1 may be used for
the adverse weather conditions. Impacts of adverse weather can vary based on the region and
familiarity of the drivers to the weather condition, therefore, the factors provided in Table 3-1 are
guidance and may be adjusted based on local conditions.
Table 3-1 Weather Capacit
Weaher Condition
Normal
Adverse - Heavy Rain
Adverse - Hea Snow/lce
Adverse - Fog

f Factors
Roadway Capacity
100%
90%
85%
75%

Speed
100%
85%
05%
85%

The values in Table 3-1 for heavy rain and snow are derived from Chapter 22 of the HCM,
Exhibit 22-7 (TRB, 2000) and the Federal Highway Administration study, "Identifying and
Assessing Key Weather-Related Parameters and Their Impacts on Traffic Operations Using
Simulation" (FHWA, 2004b). Little research has been conducted on ice or fog, but ice is
frequently observed to have a similar effect as heavy snow.
The effect of adverse weather on mobilization should also be considered. For heavy snow
scenarios, snow removal equipment may be necessary to clear access roads for the
evacuation. The time for snow removal crews to mobilize and clear snow should be considered
in the trip generation time developed for the site. Frequently municipal snow removal
equipment Is operating during snowfall to maintain access; thus, this may not have much impact
on time elements. Time may need to be considered In the trip generation time for the clearance
of snow from driveways by residents.
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4.0

DEVELOPMENT OF EVACUATION TIMES

The objective of this section is to identify how evacuation preparation activities are developed
and quantified and how to present the ETE modeling methods and data to facilitate review.
Preparation activities, including the time to receive the notification and time to prepare to
evacuate, are developed as elements of the trip generation time, sometimes referred to as
mobilization time. The trip generation time is then integrated into the calculation of the ETE.
For EPZs where the population density is low and there is minor congestion, the travel time
element of the evacuation may be conducted quickly, and the total ETE may be very close to
the trip generation time. For higher population density sites where there is congestion and
travel is slowed during the evacuation, the travel time may be influenced more by the ratio of
demand to capacity (v/c ratio) than by the trip generation time.
The ETE supports protective action recommendations and decisions and reflects the response
of the public to evacuation orders. It is therefore important to understand that ETEs that
overestimate or underestimate the evacuation time are not helpful in making the best protective
action decision. This approach differs from traditional traffic analyses which are often
conservative. During evacuations, there is a small percentage of the population that takes
longer to evacuate, often referred to as the evacuation tail. The evacuation tail generally
consists of the last 10 percent of evacuees. Planning is in place to evacuate 100 percent of the
public; however, protective action recommendations and decisions should be based on the 90
percent ETE values. For this reason, ETEs are developed for evacuation of 90 and 100 percent
of the EPZ population. The 90 percent value informs decision makers of the estimated time to
evacuate the vast majority of the public, and the 100 percent ETE informs decision makers on
the likely time for the EPZ to be fully evacuated. The ETE will be used by the licensee when
developing procedures that support making offsite protective action recommendations and
should be used by OROs when developing offsite protective action strategies. The level of data
required to develop an ETE study necessitates that the analyst interact directly with State and
local agencies and facilities such as hospitals, schools, etc., to obtain current and relevant
information needed to support the calculations.
4.1

Trip Generation Time

The trip generation time is used to develop the vehicle loading curves. The development of trip
generation times is described in NUREG/CR-6863, "Development of Evacuation Time Estimate
Studies for Nuclear Power Plants," (NRC, 2005a) and includes:
"
"
*
"
•

Identifying the sequence of events;
Obtaining data for each event;
Developing time distributions for analysis;
Summing the distributions; and
Calculating trip generation times.

Each population group has different considerations for trip generation times. Telephone
surveys of residents within the EPZ are commonly used to develop some of the data used to
develop the time distributions. When telephone surveys are used, the scope of the survey, area
of the survey, number of participants, and statistical relevance should be provided. The data
obtained from the survey should also be summarized in the ETE.
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The trip generation time is developed from site specific information for each population group
and varies depending on the scenario. The ETEs for the transit dependent residents, special
facility residents, and schools are each developed separately from the general public. The
logistics of the trip generation times for these groups can be complex and may affect the ETE
more than the actual travel time out of the EPZ.
4.1.1

Permanent Residents and Transient Population

It is important to provide sufficient detail on the logistics of evacuation elements used to develop
time values. For example, the permanent resident trip generation time for an event during a
normal working day may include the following elements, each of which will have a distribution of
times (Urbanik, 2000):
" Notification of the public - The period of time to notify the public.
" Prepare to leave work or other activity - The time between receipt of notification and
when individuals actually leave the workplace. This element should include the time for
residents to leave stores, restaurants, parks, or other location.
" Travel to home - The time it takes to reach home after leaving work or other activity.
" Prepare to leave for the evacuation - The time to pack and prepare the home prior to
leaving, including such activities as removal of snow from driveways, if appropriate.
Permanent residents are assumed to evacuate from their home; however, they should not be
assumed to be home at all times. The notification element of the trip generation time for the
transient population should consider areas where notification of persons may be difficult
including campgrounds, hunting or fishing areas, parks, beaches, etc. As visitors to the EPZ,
this population group will have a *prepare to leave work or other actMy element which should
consider that individuals may return to hotels prior to evacuating. Where special events that
draw large numbers of transients utilize transportation resources such as park and ride services,
the logistics of such activities should be discussed. The trip generation time for the transient
population is integrated with that of the general public to support the loading of the
transportation network.
4.1.2

Transit Dependent Permanent Residents

Transit dependent residents Include ambulatory people who are mobile and non-ambulatory
people who need assistance. Typically, the local or county emergency management agencies
will have emergency plans for evacuation that include the use of public buses along existing bus
routes or along special routes for evacuation of the ambulatory transit dependent population.
Existing plans and bus routes should be used in the ETE analysis when available. If new plans
are developed with the ETE, the new plans should be agreed upon by the responsible
authorities. A description of the means of evacuating these residents should be provided and
should include the number of buses needed to support the demand estimation as previously
determined. The time estimated for transit dependent residents to prepare and then travel to
bus pickup points should be identified as well as the expected method of travel to the pickup
points. Development of the ETE should include confirmation of the type and number of
resources available and whether resources are available locally or need to be mobilized from
outside the EPZ. The intent is not to physically verify each vehicle but to confirm that
commitments are established to provide all of the resources needed. When buses are used, the
time needed for residents to prepare and get to the bus stop should be included in the trip
generation time.
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The trip generation time should address the availability of buses. Municipal buses are generally
used throughout the day and may not be immediately available to support an evacuation.
Buses may need to complete their normal mutes prior to being available. Logistical details
should be evaluated and may include time to obtain buses, brief drivers, and initiate the bus
route. The number of bus stops and the time needed to load passengers should be provided to
support the bases of the time estimates. A map of bus routes should be provided.
The local or county emergency management agencies may also have emergency plans for
evacuation of the non-ambulatory residents. The evacuation of these residents will require the
use of ambulances, wheelchair vans, or other specialized vehicles. The location of these
resources should be identified. The trip generation time should include time to mobilize
ambulances or special vehicles, time to drive to the homes of the non-ambulatory residents,
loading time, and time to drive out of the EPZ.
In calculating the travel time to exit the EPZ, vehicle speeds should be consistent with traffic
speeds for the actual route used and should not be based on the average roadway speed for
the full EPZ. When there are not enough vehicles to conduct the evacuation In a single trip, the
following additional information should be provided:
"
"
"
*
"

Location of the destination point;
Travel time to the congregate care center or other special facility, as appropriate:
Time to unload;
Travel time back through the EPZ to pick up additional residents; and
Travel time to exit the EPZ.

The above steps are repeated as necessary until all of the transit dependent residents have
been evacuated. In the multiple-trip scenario, the travel speeds may be limited by evacuation
traffic and traffic control on portions of the route for both Inbound and outbound vehicles.
4.1.3

Special Facilities

The evacuation logistics for special facilities requires developing information to establish the
time for mobilization of resources, loading of special facility residents, and travel out of the EPZ.
Specially trained staff, such as medical support or security support for prisons, jails, and other
correctional facilities, may need to be contacted and mobilized along with vehicles and drivers.
The logistics for mobilizing specially trained staff should be discussed when appropriate.
Information on evacuation logistics should be provided for the following:
*
"
"
*

Time needed to contact the drivers;
Time for drivers to arrive at the transit depot;
Time for briefing, receipt of radios, fueling of buses, etc., as applicable; and
Inbound travel time from the depot to the special facilities.

The inbound speeds of vehicles to support the evacuation should consider that traffic control
may be in place which may slow inbound traffic. The time for loading of special facility residents
should be established and may be dependent on the size of the facility. Information should be
provided for the following:
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" Time for loading of residents. For small population facilities, this activity may be

•

performed relatively quickly. For larger population facilities where a large number of
vehicles are planned to be loaded, the details of vehicle queuing and loading should be
discussed. The analysis should consider the time to cycle vehicles to the facility
entrance to load residents.
For special facilities, the number of wheelchair and bedbound individuals should be
identified, and the logistics of evacuating these residents should be discussed.

The outbound speeds should be developed with consideration of the prevailing traffic conditions
at the time and should be obtained from the model output for the specific routes, when
available. Information on evacuation of special facilities should be provided in a comprehensive
format similar to Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Special Facilities ETE
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When return trips are needed, the destination of the buses is necessary to develop the ETE.
For special facilities, this may be a hospital, prison; etc., outside of the EPZ rather than a
congregate care center. The ETE should Identify whether a reception center is used Inthe
evacuation and ifspecial facility residents are expected to pass through the reception center
prior to being transported to their final destination. The time elements for subsequent trips
should include the following:
"
"
"
*
"
4.1.4

Time to travel to the unloading point;
Time to unload;
Time to travel back to the facility;
Time to load the second group: and
Time to travel out of the EPZ.
Schools

The evacuation logistics for schools also requires developing information to establish the time
for mobilization of resources, loading of students, and travel out of the EPZ. Information on
evacuation logistics should be provided for the following:
"
*
"
"

Time needed to contact the drivers;
Time for drivers to arrive at the transit depot;
Time for briefing, receipt of radios, fueling of buses, etc., as applicable; and
Inbound travel time from the depot to the schools.

The inbound speeds of buses to support the evacuation should consider that traffic control may
be in place which may slow inbound traffic. The time for loading students should be established
and may be dependent on the population of the schools. Information should be provided for the
following:
* Time for loading students. For small population schools (i.e., a few hundred students),
this activity may be performed relatively quickly. For larger population schools where a
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large number of buses are planned to be loaded, the details of bus queuing and loading
should be discussed, Typically, this would include schools requiring more than 20 buses
to arrive and load students at the same time.
The outbound speeds should be developed with consideration of the prevailing traffic conditions
at the time and should be obtained from the model output for the specific routes, when
available. Information on evacuation of schools should be provided in a comprehensive format
similar to Table 4-2.
Table 4-2 Schools ETE
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When return trips are needed, the destination of the buses is necessary to develop the ETE.
The ETE should Identify whether a reception center is used in the evacuation and If students are
expected to pass through the reception center prior to being evacuated to their final destination.
The time elements for subsequent trips should include the following:
"
"
"
"
"
4.2

Time to travel to the unloading point;
Time to unload;
Time to travel back to the schools;
Time to load the second group; and
Time to travel out of the EPZ.
ETE Modeling

This section discusses the inputs and outputs of the traffic simulation models. Traffic simulation
modeling Is usually conducted to develop the ETE for the general public population group, and
analysts that perform this modeling should understand traffic simulation applications. There are
a variety of models and commercial services available to support a simulation analysis. The
DOT sponsored "Evacuation Management Operations (EMO) Modeling Assessment:
Transportation Modeling Inventory' is also available to support selection of an appropriate
model for use in evacuation analysis (DOT, 2007). The FHWA toolbox for use In modeling
roadway networks is also helpful in the development of traffic simulation (FHWA, 2004a). Note
that the FHWA modeling toolbox is intended to support transportation planning and is not
specific to evacuations; therefore, appropriate adjustments are necessary.
The DOT and FHWA sources discuss microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic models, any
of which may be appropriate for use. As the number of commercially available models and
professional services to develop ETEs increases, it Is important that only models that have been
demonstrated for use in the development of ETEs or in assessing transportation networks be
used in the development of ETEs. General Information about the model should be provided to
include prior use in the development of ETE studies for NPPs or other applicable commercial or
government applications. It is also important for the analyst to understand the analysis tools
and the sensitivities of input parameters. If an ETE is developed without the aid of a traffic
simulation model, such as for a sparsely populated site, the analytical approach should be
consistent with this section, and the study should include the detailed Information requested, as
applicable.
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The use of traffic simulation modeling in the development of ETEs provides the ability to assess
evacuation of EPZs with great detail. Because models produce results using embedded
algorithms and input data, it has become more difficult to review the analysis. In "The
Sensitivity of Evacuation Time Estimates to Changes in Input Parameters for the I-DYNEV
Computer Code," (NRC, 1988b), several parameters were identified as sensitive, meaning that
when these parameters were adjusted the resulting ETE was noticeably affected. The study
underscores the importance of the model input values. Some sensitive parameters Identified
(NRC, 1988b) include:
" Number of vehicles - Evacuation times increased approximately linear to the increase in
population;
" Roadway capacity - Changes in roadway capacity affect the evacuation time in a linear
manner, and
* Trip Generation lime - As the trip generation time, which is used to develop vehicle
loading curves, approaches evacuation time, the evacuation time increases
proportionately to the trip generation time.
Traffic simulation modeling is an Improved approach over simplistic comparisons of demand to
capacity for the complex analyses required for an EVE, and it is necessary to develop these
models in a transparent manner. For this reason, measures of effectiveness (MOEs) will be
established for use in evaluating the traffic simulation activities. Key performance
characteristics derived from the model output will provide these MOEs.
4.2.1

Traffic Simulation Model Input

Traffic simulation model assumptions and Input parameters should be provided to support
analysis. A representative set of model Inputs should be provided for at least the following:
"
"
"
*
"
"
"

Roadway capacity values, if necessary for the model;
Total vehicles entering the network;
Vehicle occupancy (persons per vehicle);
Time based vehicle loading curves for origin nodes;
Data input at origin nodes;
Directional preference; and
Destination nodes and capacities.

Not all loading data needs to be provided for review, but full data sets for at least five nodes
should be provided. It is not uncommon for different models to have different definitions for
similar variables (TRB, 2000); therefore, a glossary should be provided to support the review. A
list that includes nodes, links, and loading input information should be provided as shown In
Table A-1 of Appendix A.
4.2.2

Traffic Simulation Model Output

A discussion regarding whether the traffic simulation model used In the analysis must be in
equilibrium prior to calculating the ETE should be provided. Equilibrium Is established by
running a model until the number of vehicles entering the roadway network is equal to the
number of vehicles exiting the network. Model output provides the MOEs for the ETE study.
Examples of MOEs include traffic-based performance measures such as average travel times,
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total number of vehicles exiting the system, and queue lengths at various times during the
evacuation. At a minimum, the following output should be provided in a table for the evacuation
of the whole EPZ.
"
"
"
"
"

Total volume and percent of vehicles by hour at each EPZ exit node;
Network wide average travel time;
The longest queue length for the 10 intersections with the highest traffic volume;
Total vehicles exiting the network;
A plot that provides both the mobilization curve and evacuation curve Identifying the
cumulative percentage of evacuees who have mobilized and exited the EPZ: and
" Average speed for each major evacuation route that exits the EPZ.
Additional or alternative MOEs may be provided for sites where other performance measures
might provide a better view of the traffic conditions and resulting ETEs.
To describe the operational conditions of the roadway network, the Level of Service (LOS), as
defined in the HCM, provides a quality measure. The LOS represents the range of traffic
operational characteristics and Is designated as 'A' for free flow operating conditions through
"F"for forced flow or congested operating conditions. The LOS is used to describe the levels of
congestion at selected time intervals during an evacuation. Color coded graphics should be
provided identifying areas where congestion exists (e.g., LOS "E" and LOS 'F" conditions),
These graphics should be provided for various times for a full EPZ evacuation scenario.
4.3

Evacuation Time Estimates for the General Public

The ETE should include the time to evacuate 90 percent and 100 percent of the total permanent
resident and transient population of the affected ERPAs and should include an analysis of the
staged evacuation protective action. The ETEs for the transit dependent population, special
facilities and schools are developed separately, and only the time to evacuate 100 percent of
these population groups is needed.
When developing the 100 percent ETE value for the general public, it should include all
members of the general public within the affected ERPAs. Any reductions in trip generation
times and truncating of trip generation time values must be explained in detail. Truncation is the
reduction in trip generation time values to limit the effect of a very small number of residents
who take an excessive amount of time to prepare to evacuate. Existing telephone surveys
eliciting data on the expected time needed to prepare to evacuate show that a small number of
residents may take considerably longer to evacuate. This extra time can extend an ETE
disproportionately with respect to the remaining population. When such data Is received from
public surveys, adjustment or truncation of times is acceptable if a valid basis is provided.
Traffic simulation model results need to be presented such that they are readily understood and
interpreted by decision makers and reviewers of the study. The 90 and 100 percent ETEs
should be developed for the following:
a
*
0
0

0-2 mile zone;
2-5 mile zone for a staged evacuation;
0-5 mile zone;
Affected ERPAs necessary to support site specific PAR logic (i.e., keyhole based on
wind direction); and
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0

Complete EPZ.

Separate ETE tables should be provided for the 90 percent and for the 100 percent evacuation
times for the full set of scenarios evaluated. These tables should follow the format presented in
Table 4-3.
Separate ETEs should be provided for the transit dependent population, special facilities, and
schools for just the 100 percent evacuation. The Special Event ETE is provided and Is based
on the demand estimation developed earlier. The roadway Impact scenario is not included In
Table 4-3 because the only purpose of this scenario is to support the development of traffic
control planning.
For each scenario, an estimate of the time to complete a staged evacuation is needed. This
analysis involves evacuating the 0-2 mile zone while the 2-5 mile zone Is under a shelter In
place order. When about 90 percent of the residents from the 0-2 mile zone have exited the
2-mile boundary per the 90 percent ETE, the 2-5 mile zone resident population begins to
evacuate. During the time required for the 0-2 mile zone to evacuate, the 2-5 mile zone may be
assumed to be preparing to evacuate, which may reduce the mobilization time for this area.
The residents in the ERPAs beyond 5 miles should be modeled to react as does the population
in the 2-5 mile zone (i.e., begin evacuation after the 90 percent ETE has expired for the 0-2 mile
zone).
Historically, ETEs for the keyhole evacuation were developed for the 2-mrie evacuation and
5 miles downwind, but were not developed as a staged evacuation. ETEs for keyhole
evacuations may still be developed, if desired, but should be done so In addition to the staged
evacuation ETEs. When ETEs are developed for the keyhole inclusive of the 2-mile zone, the
format In Table 4-4 Is appropriate and 90 and 100 percent values should be provided.
Additionally, all ETE studies should include ETEs based on site-specific PAR logic.
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Table 4-3 ETEs for a Staged Evacuation Keyhole
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Table 4-4 ETEs for a Keyhole Evacuation Inclusive of the 2-Mile Zone
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5.0

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The preceding sections describe the methodology and approach to calculating the ETE. In
addition to the calculation of an ETE, there are other considerations that need to be addressed
in the ETE study. These considerations are described below and should be included as
appropriate.
5.1

Development of Traffic Control Plans

Traffic simulation modeling In support of the ETE analysis can be used to assist In the
development of traffic control plans to support an evacuation. Development of an ETE study
provides an opportunity to model the EPZ with variations of traffic control to best affect the
evacuation with the resources available. Where a new traffic control plan shows improvement
In evacuation times, the new plan should be approved by responsible authorities if it is to be
used in the ETE analysis. A discussion of adjustments or additions to the traffic control plan
should be provided. The roadway Impact scenario Is used to support the development of the
traffic control plan.
5.2

Enhancements In Evacuation Time

The ETE analysis Is a tool that can be used to Identify recommendations for enhancements that
may reduce evacuation times. When evaluating potential enhancements that may reduce
evacuation times, the evaluation may be limited to those roadways or sections of the EPZ that
impact the ETE the greatest. This evaluation will typically include Intersections and roadway
segments where an LOS "F' occurs for some period of time. It is not expected that every
intersection or roadway segment needs to be evaluated. The process used to select the
intersections or roadway segments for evaluation should be described.
Each of the following potential areas of enhancement should be addressed with a discussion
provided on the results of each evaluation. The results should include the reduction in
evacuation time observed in the modeling output or the expected reduction in evacuation time
for suggested enhancements. For example:
*

Increased intersection throughput - Identify opportunities to increase intersection
throughput, such as turn restrictions or traffic control.
* Reduced trip generation time - Identify opportunities for reducing the trip generation
time.
" Reduced evacuation tail - Identify opportunities for reducing the evacuation tail.
The results of the potential enhancements that were identified should be presented to the local
authorities for their consideration. Documentation of the review with those authorities should be
included in the ETE report.
5.3

State and Local Review

Interaction with State and local agencies is necessary to obtain local and regional data,
understand the operations and resources of the emergency response capabilities, and
understand the traffic management system. The ETE should list those agencies that have been
contacted, and briefly, the extent of interaction with these agencies as related to the
development of the ETE. Any issues that may affect the ETE should be discussed and
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resolved. This will help assure that appropriate agencies, such as those providing traffic control
or resources to support the evacuation, are aware of the ETE strategies, issues, and
assumptions.
&.4

Reviews and Updates

Emergency planners depend on the accuracy of the ETE analysis to support evacuation
decisions; therefore, it should be reviewed periodically to identify changes that may have
occurred. Whenever population Increases occur that cause ETE values to materially increase,
the ETE analysis should be updated In accordance with the requirements of Section IV of
Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50. Licensees shall provide an updated ETE analysis to the NRC
within 365 days of
1) The later of the date of the availability of the 2010 decennial census data or the
effective date of the emergency preparedness final rule;
2) The availability of subsequent decennial census data; and
3) When a population Increase within the EPZ causes certain ETE values to increase
by 25 percent or 30 minutes, whichever is less, as described below.
Licensees shall estimate EPZ permanent resident population changes at least annually during
the years between decennial censuses using U. S. Census Bureau data. These estimates shall
occur no more than 365 days apart. State/local government population data may also be used,
if available. Licensees shall maintain these estimates available for NRC inspection during the
period between censuses and shall submit these estimates to the NRC with any updated ETEs.
If at any time during the decennial period, the population increases so that the ETE for the
2-mile zone or 5-mile zone, including all affected ERPAs, or for the entire EPZ, Increases by
25 percent or 30 minutes, whichever is less, for the scenario with the longest ETE, the ETE
analysis must be updated to reflect the impact of that population increase. Licensees should
perform a population sensitivity study, during development of the ETE, to determine the
population value that will cause ETE values to increase by 25 percent or 30 minutes, whichever
Is less. The sensitivity study should be performed and included with the baseline ETE. For
example, assume the sensitivity study shows that an increase of 25 percent or 30 minutes
occurs with a permanent resident population increase of 10,000 people. The licensee would
review the EPZ population annually and when an Increase of 10,000 people occurs, an updated
ETE analysis will be developed and submitted within 365 days. Licensees can assume that the
roadway infrastructure and capacity values, and transient populations are unchanged from the
baseline ETE analysis when performing the population sensitMty study.
The evaluation criteria in Appendix B will be used during the reviews of the updated ETE
analyses to confirm their completeness. During the years between decennial censuses, NRC
Headquarters staff will inform FEMA Headquarters on a quarterly basis of any updated ETE
analyses received. NRC Headquarters staff will also notify FEMA Headquarters and the
appropriate NRC regional office when these updated ETE analyses have been reviewed.
Since the NRC will review the updated ETE analyses for completeness, licensees are required
under Sections IV.4 and IV.6 of Appendix E to submit updated ETE analyses to the NRC at
least 180 days before they use them to form protective action recommendations or provide them
to offsite authorities for use in developing offsite protective action strategies.
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5.4.1

Extreme Conditions

In the unlikely event that the conditions of an EPZ are changed significantly due to natural
phenomena hazards or for other reasons, such as a bridge collapse on a primary roadway, an
update to the ETE analysis should be developed. The updated ETE is necessary to account for
the current state of the EPZ when these changed conditions are expected to persist for at least
a few months, as it may take that long to develop an update. Planned activities, such as
construction or infrastructure projects, are expected to have compensatory measures in place
such that the activities do not affect the ETE. Therefore, the extreme condition updates are
intended to apply only for unplanned changes within an EPZ and are not intended to apply to
planned activities. An update prepared to satisfy the extreme conditions criteria does not need
to include a full revision to the ETE analysis, but rather should address only those extreme
condition elements that affect the ETE. The update should be shared with appropriate OROs.
5.5

Reception Centers and Congregate Care Centers

Evacuation planning includes the use of congregate care centers, which are established as
shelter facilities for evacuees. For many EPZs, reception centers are used along with
congregate care centers in the evacuation process. Reception centers are those facilities
where evacuees are registered, and If necessary, screened for potential contamination prior to
going to a congregate care center. Evacuees do not stay at reception centers. The location of
reception centers and congregate care centers may be an Important factor In the ETE analysis.
Schoolchildren, transit dependent residents, and people with disabilities and those with access
and functional needs may be bused to reception centers for screening, and then bused to
congregate care centers or other special facilities that provide appropriate care. These activities
occur outside the EPZ and are not factored Into the time estimates except in those cases where
buses must return to the EPZ to support subsequent evacuation trips.
For EPZs where return trips are needed for buses or other vehicles, the location of these
facilities and logistics of offfoading passengers prior to returning to the EPZ will directly affect
the evacuation time. These logistics include such actions as unloading vehicles, screening the
passengers, reloading the vehicles, and travel to the congregate care center, as appropriate. A
map identifying the location of congregate care centers and reception centers, If used, should
be provided. Discussion should be provided on the assumptions for the time necessary for
buses to return to the EPZ and start the next wave of evacuation. If it Is assumed that
passengers are left at the reception center and taken by separate buses to the congregate care
center, this should be dearly stated and consistent with the local emergency planning.
5.6

New Reactors

The construction of new reactors may occur at sites with existing reactors where emergency
response programs are established, or may occur on green field sites where such programs are
not in place. For sites at which there are existing emergency response programs, the ETE
analysis developed for the new reactor should be prepared to address any impacts that the new
reactor may have on the evacuation time. Considerations Include addressing the number of
workers and suppliers at the site during the peak construction period. The addition of
employees and support staff that may reside within the EPZ is also a consideration as well as
potential growth throughout the EPZ during the construction phase. Generally, the support
provided by local emergency response organizations has been established and development of
an ETE should include confirming that any additional resources needed would be available. For
green field sites, emergency response programs are not in place, evacuations plans have not
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been approved and tested by local authorities, and locations of congregate care centers have
likely not been established. These conditions necessitate that the development of the ETE
analysis be coordinated with the development of the emergency response program being
prepared during the licensing phase. Assumptions used in the ETE must be consistent with the
assumptions and proposed resources and infrastructure identified within the emergency
response plan to provide an accurate time estimate. ETEs for new reactor applications should
be developed based on the most recent decennial census data projected to the year the license
application will be submitted. An ETE update for the new reactor is not needed until 365 days
before the licensee's scheduled fuel load if the population increase criteria have been met
After beginning operations, the licensee must comply with NRC regulations concerning the
frequency of ETE reviews and updates as for any other operating licensee.
5.7

Eady Site Permits

The ETE developed In support of an early site permit (ESP) should consider all of the elements
identified In this guidance document. Data and information should be provided to support
current conditions and projected conditions through construction of the NPP. Assumptions may
be used to augment specific elements that are not yet defined, such as the location of
congregate care centers. Any significant impediments that affect evacuation times should be
identified. Data and information should be updated, as appropriate, to ensure up-to-date
information is used to develop the ETE, when a combined license (COL) application, which
Incorporates an ESP, is submitted. ETEs for ESPs should be developed based on the most
recent decennial census data projected to the year the ESP will be submitted. An ETE update
for the new reactor identified within the ESP Is not needed unless a COL is issued for that
reactor. The licensee must then perform updates as directed In Section 5.6 for new reactors.
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6.0

GLOSSARY

Demand Estimation - The total number of evacuees by population group Including vehicles.
Emergency Response Planning Areas (ERPAs) - Defined areas that constitute the EPZ and
for which emergency response plans have been developed. These areas are typically defined
by geographic or political boundaries to support emergency response planning and may also be
referred to as subareas, protective action areas, or other local terminology.
Evacuation Tall - A small portion of the population that takes a longer time to evacuate than
t rest of the general public and is the last to leave the evacuation area. The tail generally
conforms to about the last 10 percent of the population.
Keyhole Evacuation - An evacuation of the 2-mile radius around an NPP and the downwind
sectors forming a keyhole configuration.
Unk - A segment of roadway between two nodes.
Loading Curve - The rate at which vehicles are entered onto the roadway network.
Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) - Statistics used to describe performance. As applied in this
document, these include output data that provide key performance characteristics of the
roadway network and the evacuation time.
Node - An identification designator used to connect links in a roadway network model or to
apply input data onto the network. Nodes are at Intersections, ramps, etc., and contain
characteristics such as traffic control and may be used as input points to assign loading of
vehicles.
Permanent Resident - All people having a residence in the area.
Roadway Capacity - The maximum rate at which vehicles can be reasonably expected to
traverse a point or uniform section of roadway during a given time period under prevailing
conditions. (TRB, 2000)
Shadow Evacuation - Evacuation of persons from areas outside any officially declared
evacuation zone.
Special Event - An activity where large transient populations are present for a limited period of
time.
Special Facilities - Facilities where residents are confined or dependent upon facility
personnel for transportation, including nursing homes, assisted living centers, hospitals, jails,
prisons, and other similar facilities.
Staged Evacuation - A protective action where one area is ordered to evacuate while adjacent
areas are ordered to shelter in place until ordered to evacuate.
Transient Population - Tourists, shoppers, employees, etc., who do not reside within the EPZ,
and other people temporarily visiting the EPZ.
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Trip Generation Time - Time elapsed for each population group from when the evacuation
order was disseminated until the time when the evacuation trip actually begins (e.g., when the
car leaves the driveway).
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APPENDIX A
ROADWAY NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS

Roadway Network Characteristics
The development of an ETE requires detailed data on the characteristics of the existing
roadways within the EPZ. Frequently hundreds of links and nodes are developed for an
analysis. This information is used in the calculations to support roadway capacity calculations
that influence the ETE. A listing of roadway characteristics should be provided and should
include the following information:
Link #

The unique Identifier for each roadway segment between two
nodes.

U-Node

Upstream node number for associated link.

D-Node

Downstream node number for associated link.

Length

Length of the roadway segment.

Lane Width

Width of lane for the link.

Number of Lanes

Number of lanes in the direction of travel-

Roadway Type

As defined In the ETE study such as Interstate, major arterial,
minor arterial. etc.

Saturation Flow Rate

The equivalent hourly rate at which vehicles can traverse an
Intersection approach under prevailing conditions, assuming
that the green signal is available at all times and no lost times
are experienced in vehicles per hour of green per lane.

FFS

Free flow speed over the link.

A-1

A map of the roadway network should be provided similar to Figure A-1 and should include
legible values for nodes and links.

l ot
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Figure A-1 Roadway Network Nodes and Segments

Table A-1 should be included to provide detailed information on each roadway segment
considered in the ETE calculations. The links and nodes In Table A-1 should correspond to the
roadway network and should represent the values used in the analysis.
Table A-I Roadway Characteristics

SRoadway
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APPENDIX B
EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATE
EVALUATION CRITERIA

Table B-I ETE Review Criteria Checklist

Criterion Addressed In
ETE Analysis

1.0

(Yes/No)

Introduction

a. The emergency planning zone (EPZ) and surrounding area
should be described.

b. A map should be Included that Identifies primary features of
the site, including major roadways, significant topographical
features, boundaries of counties, and population centers
within the EPZ.

c. A comparison of the current and previous ETE should be
provided and includes similar information as identified in
Table 1-1, "ETE Comparison," of NUREGICR-7002.
1.1 Approach

a. A discussion of the approach and level of detail obtained
during the field survey of the roadway network should be
provided.
b. Sources of demographic date for schools, special facilities,
large employers, and special events should be identified..

c. Discussion should be presented on use of traffic control
plans

in the analysis.

d. Traffic simulation models used for the analyses should be
identified by name and version.

e. Methods used to address data uncertainties should be
described.
1.2 Assumptions

a. The planning basis for the ETE Includes the assumption that
the evacuation is ordered promptly and no early protective
actions have been implemented.

b. Assumptions consistent with Table 1-2, "General
Assumptions,* of NUREGICR-7002 should be provided and
include the basis to support their use.
1.3 Scenario Development

a. The ten scenarios in Table 1-3, Evacuation Scenarios,
should be developed for the ETE analysis, or a reason
should be provided for use of other scenarios.

Comments

Criterion Addressed
ETE Analysis

(YesNo)
1.3.1

Staged Evacuation

a. A discussion should be provided on the approach used In
development of a staged evacuation.
1.4 Evacuation Planning Areas

a. A map of the EPZ with emergency response planning areas

(ERPAs) should be Included.

b. A table should be provided Identifying the ERPAs
considered for each ETE calculation by downwind direction
In each sector.

c. A table similar to Table 1-4, "Evacuation Areas for a Staged
Evacuation Keyhole." of NUREGICR-7002 should be
provided and includes the complete evacuation of the 2, 5,
and 10 mile areas and for the 2 mile area/5 mile keyhole
evacuations.
2.0 Demand Estimation

a. Demand estimation should be developed for the four
population groups, including permanent residents of the
EPZ, transients, special facilities, and schools.
2.1 Permanent Residents and Transient Population

a. The US Census should be the source of the population
values, or another credible source should be provided.

b. Population values should be adjusted as necessary for
growth to reflect population estimates to the year of the ETE.

c. A sector diagram should be Included, similar to Figure 2-1,
"Population by Sector," of NUREG/CR-7002, showing the
population distribution for permanent residents.
2.1.1 Permanent Residents with Vehicles

a. The persons per vehicle value should be between 1 and 2 or
justiflcation should be provided for other values.
b. Major employers should be listed.
2.1.2 Transient Population

a. A list of facilities which attract transient populations should
be Included, and peak and average attendance for these
facilities should be listed. The source of information used to
develop attendance values should be provided. '
b. The average population during the season should be used,

in

Comments

Criterion Addressed In

ETE Analysis
(YesNo)
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itemized and totaled for each scenario.
c. The percent of permanent residents assumed to be at
facilities should be estimated.
d. The number of people per vehicle should be provided.
Numbers may vary by scenario, and if so, discussion on why
values vary should be provided.
e. A sector diagram should be Included, similar to Figure 2-1 of
NUREG/CR-7002, showing the population distribution for
the transient population.
2.2 Transit Dependent Permanent Residents
a. The methodology used to determine the number of transit
dependent residents should be discussed.
b. Transportation resources needed to evacuate this group
should be quantified.
c. The countyllocal evacuation plans for transit dependent
residents should be used In the analysis.
d. The methodology used to determine the number of people
with disabilities and those with access and functional needs
who may need assistance and do not reside inspecial
facilities should be provided. Data from locallcounty
registration programs should be used in the estimate, but
should not be the only set of data.
e. Capacities should be provided for all types of transportation
resources. Bus seating capac'ty of 50% should be used or
justification should be provided for higher values.
L. An estimate of this population should be provided and
Information should be provided that the existing registration
programs were used in developing the estimate.
g. A summary table of the total number of buses, ambulances,
or other transport needed to support evacuation should be
provided and the quantification of resources should be
detailed enough to assure double counting has not occurred.
2.3 Special Facility Residents
a. A list of special facilities, including the type of facility,
location, and average population should be provided.
Special facility staff should be included In the total special

Comments

Criterion Addressed In
ETE Analysis
facility population.
b. A discussion should be provided on how special facility data
was obtained.
c. The number of wheelchlair and bad-bound Individuals should
be provided.
d. An estimate of the number and capacity of vehicles needed
to support the evacuation of the facility should be provided.
a. The logistics for mobilizing specially trained staff (e.g.,
medical support or security support for prisons, jails, and
other correctional facilities) should be discussed when
appropriate.
2.4 Schools,
a. A list of schools including name, location, student
population, and transportation resources required to support
the evacuation, should be provided. The source of this
information should be provided.
b. Transportation resources for elementary and middle schools
are based on 100% of the school capacity.
c. The estimate or high school students who will use their
personal vehicle to evacuate should be provided and a basis
for the values used should be providedd. The need for return trips should be Identified If necessary.
_2.5.1 ,SpecialEvents
a. A complete list of special events should be provided and
includes Information on the population, estimated duration,
and season of the event.
b. The special event that encompasses the peak transient
population should be analy ed in the ETE.
c. The percent of permanent residents attending the event
should be estimated.
2.5.2 Shadow Evacuation
a. A shadow evacuation of 20 percent should be included for
areas outside the evacuation area extending to 15 miles
from the NPP.
b. Population estimates for the shadow evacuation in the 10 to
15 mile area beyond the EPZ are provided by sector.

Cont
Comments

ETE Andua
SCriterion
Addressed toComet
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c. The loading of the shadow evacuation onto the roadway
network should be consistent with the trip generation time
generated for the permanent resident population.
2.5.3 Background and Pass Through Traffic
a. The volume of background traffic and pass-through traffic
should be based on the average daytime traffic. Values may
be reduced for nighttime scenarios.
b. Pass-through traffic should be assumed to have stopped
entering the EPZ about two hours after the Initial notification.
2.6 Summary of Demand Estimation
a. A summary table should be provided that identifies the total
populations and total vehicles used In the analysis for
permanent residents, transients, transit dependent
residents, special facilities, schools, shadow population, and
pass-through demand used in each scenario.
3.0 Roadway Capacity
a. The method(s) used to assess roadway capacity should be
discussed.
3.1 Roadway Characteristics
a. A field survey of key routes within the EPZ has been
conducted.
b. Information should be provided destmbing the extent of the
survey, and types of Information gathered and used In the
_analysis.
c. A table similar to that In Appendrx A, 'Roadway
Characteristics," of NUREGsCR-7002 should be provided.
d. Calculations for a representative roadway segment should
be provided.
a. A legible map of the roadway system that Identifies node
numbers and segments used to develop the ETE should be
provided and should be similar to Figure 3-1, "Roadway
Network Identifying Nodes and Segments," of NUREGICR7002.
13.2 Capacity Analylsis..
a. The approach used to calculate the roadway capacity for the
transportation network should be described in detail and

I

Cmmnt

Criterion Addressed In
ETE Analysis

(VeIo)

Identifies factors that are expressly used in the modeling.
b. The capacity analysis identifies where field Information
should be used in the ETE calculation.
3.3 Intersection Control
a. A list of Intersections should be provided that includes the
total numbers of Intersections modeled that are
unsignalized, signalized, or manned by response personnel.
b. Characteristics for the 10 highest volume Intersections within
the EPZ are provided including the location, signal cycle
length. and turn lane quue capacity.
c. Discussion should be provided on how time signal cycle is
used in the calculations.
3.4 Adverse Weather
a. The adverse weather condition should be identified and the
effect of adverse weather on mobilization should be
considered.
b. The speed and capacity reduction factors Identified in Table
3-1, 'Weather Capacity Factors." of NUREG/CR-7002
should be used or a basis should be provided for other
values.
c. The study identifies assumptions for snow removal on
streets and driveways, wien applicable.
4.0 Development of Evacuation Times
4.1 Trip Generation Time
a. The process used to develop trip generation times should be
identified.
b. When telephone surveys are used, the scope of the survey,
area of the survey. number of participants, and statistical
relevance should be provided.
c. Data obtained from telephone surveys should be
summarized.
d. The trip generation time for each population group should be
develo~ped from site specific information._1
4.1.1 Permanent Residents and Transient Population
a. Permanent residents are assumed to evacuate from their"J
ahomes but are not assumed to be at home at all times. THp

I

1

Comments

Comments

Criterion Addressed In
.ETEAnalysis
____(VesNo)

'P

generation time includes the assumption that a percentage
of residents will need to return home prior to evacuating.
b. Discussion should be provided on the time and method used
to notify transients. The trip generation time discusses any
difficulties notifying persons in hard to reach areas such as
on lakes or in campgrounds.
c. The tip generation time accounts for transients potentially
returning to hotels prior to evacuating.
d. Effect of public transportation resources used during special
events where a large number of transients are expected
should be considered.
e. The trip generation time for the transient population should
be integrated and loaded onto the transportation network
with the general public.
,.,
4.1.2 Transit Dependent Residents
a. If available, existing plans and bus routes are used in the
ETE analysis, If new plans are developed with the ETE, they
should have been agreed upon by the responsible
authorities.
b. Discussion should be Included on the means of evacuating
ambulatory and non-ambulatory residents.
c. The number, location and availability of buses, and other
resources needed to support the demand estimation are
provided.
d. Logistical details, such as the time to obtain buses, brief
drivers and initiate the bus route are provided.
e. Discussion should identify the time estimated for transit
dependent residents to prepare and then travel to a bus
pickup point, and describes the expected means of travel to
the pickup point.
L. The number of bus stops and time needed to load
passengers should be discussed.
g. A map of bus routes should be included.
h. The trip generation time for non-ambulatory persons
Includes the time to mobilize ambulances or special
vehicles, time to drive to the home of residents, loading time,

._.....
....

_________
____ ____
_____

i.

____

____

____

Criterion Addressed In
ETE Analysis

____(YesJNo)

be provided.
and time to drive out of the EPZ should
Information should be provided to support analysis of return
trips, if necessary.

______

__

Comments
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4.1.3 Special Facilities
a. Information on evacuation logistics and mobilization times
should be provided.
b. Discussion should be provided on the Inbound and outbound
speeds.
c. The number of wheelchair and bed-bound individuals should
be provided, and the logistics of evacuating these residents
should be discussed.
d. Time for loading of residents should be provided...'
e. Information should be provided that indicates whether the
evacuation can be completed In a single trip or if additional
trips are needed.
f. If return trips are needed, the destination of vehicles should
be provided.
g. Discussion should be provided on whether special facility
residents are expected to pass through the reception center
prior to being evacuated to their final destination.
h. Supporting information should be provided to quantify the
time elements for the return trips.
4.1.4 Schools
a. Information on evacuation logistics and mobilization times
should be provided.
b. Discussion should be provided on the inbound and outbound
speeds.
c. Time for loading of students should be provided.
d. Information should be provided that Indicates whether the
evacuation can be completed In a single trip or if additional
trips are needed.
e. if return trips are needed, the destination of school buses
should be provided.
f. If used, reception centers should be identified. Discussion
should be provided on whether students are expected to
pass through the reception center pror to being evacuated

....

,.,
.

Criterion Addressed in

Comments

ETE Analysis
__(YesiNo)

to their final destination.
g. Supporting information should be provided to quantify the
time elements for the return trips.
4.2 ETE Modeling .
a. General information about the model should be provided
an~d ,demonstrat~es its use In ETE studies.
b. If a traffic simulation model Is not used to conduct the ETE
calculation, sufficient detail should be provided to validate
the analcal approach used. All criteria elements should
have been met, as appropriate.
4.2.2 Traffic Simulation Model Input
a. Traffic simulation model assumptions and a representative
set of model
be Inputs should provided.
b. A glossary of terms should be provided for the key
performance measures and parameters used in the
imulatvon Modael Output
4.2.2 Traffic
a. A discussion regarding whether the traffic simulation model
used must be in equilibration prior to calculating the ETE
should be provided
s
b, The minimum forowing model outputs should be provided to
support review.
1. Total volume and percent by hour at each EPZ exit
mode.
2. Network wide average travel time.
3. Longest Queue length for the 10 intersections witthte
highest traffic volume.
4. Total vehicles exiting the network.
5. A plot that provides both the mobilization curve and
evacuation curve Identifying the cumulative percentage
of evacuees who have mobilized and exited the EPZ,
6. Average speed for each major evacuation route that
exits the EPZ.
c. Color coded roadway maps should be provided for various
times (i.e., at 2,4, 6 hrs., etc.) during a full EPZ evacuation
scenario, identifying areas where long queues exist
including level of service (LOS) 'E" and LOS "F" conditions,

._.

Critedon Addressed In
,ETE Analysis
(YesNo)
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if they occur.
4.3 Evacuation Time Estimates for the General Public
a. The ETE should Include the time to evacuate 90% and
100% of the total permanent resident and transient
population.
b. The ETE for 100% of the general public should include all
members of the general public. Any reductions or truncated
data should be explained.
c. Tables should be provided for the 90 and 100 percent ETEs
similar to Table 4-3. "ETEs for Staged Evacuation Keyhole,"
of NUREG/CR-7002.
d. ETEs should be provided for the 100 percent evacuation of
special facilities, transit dependent, and school populations.
5.0 Other Considerations
5.1 Development of Traffic Control Plans
a. information that responsible authorities have approved the
traffic control plan used in the analysis should be provided.
b. A discussion of adjustments or additions to the traffic control
plan that affect the ETE should be provided.
5.2 Enhancements In Evacuation Time
a. The results of assessments for Improvement of evacuation
time should be provided.
b. A statement or discussion regarding presentation of
enhancements to local authorities should be provided.
5.3 State and Local Review
a. A Ust of agencies contacted and the extent of interaction with
these agencies should be discussed.
b. Information should be provided on any unresolved Issues
that may affect the ETE.
5.4 Reviews and Updates
a. A discussion of when an updated ETE analysis Is required to
be performed and submitted to the NRC.
5.5 Reception Centers and Congregate Care Center
a. A map of congregate care centers and reception centers
should be provided.
b. If return trips are required, assumptions used to estimate

Comments

,_

Crierdon Addressed In
ETE Analysis
(Yes/No)
return times for buses should be provided.
c. It should be clearly stated if It is assumed that passengers
are left at the reception center and are taken by separate
buses to the congregate care center.

Technical Reviewer

Date

Supervisory Review

Date

Comments

Attachment 2 SOW for ETE Review,

Email transmittal for review

Page 1 of 2

Page 1 may be used if the review of the updated ETE study is complete.

Date: Month/Date/Year
From: Project Manager,
The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analysis
To:

Walter Lange, NRC Project Officer,]\
(Walter. Lange@nrc.gov)

CC:

ETEUPDATES. resourceanrc.qov

Subject:

Updated Evacuation Time Estimate Study Review Results for
Licensee xxxxx,

The updated Evacuation Time Estimate study by licensee xxxxx has been found to be
complete. The review was performed in accordance with NUREG/CR-7002, Appendix B.

Attachment:
Completed Checklist (Appendix B of NUREG/CR-7002)

Attachment 2 SOW for ETE Review,

Email transmittal for review

Page 2 of 2

Page 2 may be used if the review of the updated ETE study finds that one or more items of the
checklist (NUREG/CR-7002) are incomplete.

Date: Month/Date/Year
From: Project Manager,
The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analysis
To:

Walter Lange, NRC Project Officer
(Walter.Lange@nrc.gov)

CC:

ETEUPDATES(anrc..ov

Subject:

Updated Evacuation Time Estimate Study Review Results for
Licensee xxxxx

The updated Evacuation Time Estimate study by licensee xxxxx has been found to be
incomplete. Specifically, NUREG/CR-7002 Appendix B checklist items xxx, yyy, zzz were found
to be incomplete.
These inconsistencies are listed below:
NUREG/CR7002 Appendix B
Item Number

Short description of
criterion

Explanation of how the text is "incomplete"

Attachment:
Completed Checklist (Appendix B of NUREG/CR-7002)

Attachment 3 SOW for ETE Review

Template

Contractor's monthly (periodic) report

Attachment 3 SOW for ETE Review,
Template for monthly/ periodic report by CNWRA

Page 1 of 3

Monthly (Periodic) Report Format
A monthly report shall be submitted by the 1 5 th of each month to the NRC Project Manager This
report will provide a summary of all work started, in-process and completed during the
preceding month.
Reports shall be submitted for each monthly period from the initiation of the contract through the
final report during the period of performance which is expected to be from February 2012
through December 31, 2013.

From: Project Manager,
The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analysis
To:

Walter Lange, NRC Project Manager

CC:

ETEUPDATESODnrc. ov

Subject:

Monthly (Periodic) Report
Updated Evacuation Time Estimate Study Reviews
(Period of Performance) mm/dd/yyyy through mm/dd/yyyy

I. Work Progrews Status
1.1.

Schedule/Milestone Information in the following format

Licensee Name

15
V,0

0

*v.2

_o

2w

1.2.

Work comoleted during the oeriod

-.

2

0

Su*W

0I E0

Attachment 3 SOW for ETE Review,
Template for monthly/ periodic report by CNWRA
2.

Page 2 of 3

Problem/Resolution
All problems encountered during the period should be identified and described
clearly and succinctly. The description shall include a brief discussion of any
resolution or the proposed solution. Names of persons who participated in
discussions and resolution of a problem shall be identified.
Details of any problem or circumstance that requires a change in the level of
effort/ costs shall be addressed separately in correspondence between the
contractor Project Manager and the NRC Project Manager. This correspondence
may include summaries of telephone conversations as well as memoranda or
emalls that document decisions and conclusions.

3.

Plans for Next Period
Provide a brief description of the work to be performed, and milestones expected
to be completed during the next report period.

Attachment 3 SOW for ETE Review,
Template for monthly/ periodic report by CNWRA
II1.

Page 3 of 3

Financial Status
1.

Provide the total direct staff use (including Subcontractor hours) and the amount
of funds expended (costed) during the period and total cumulative year to date In
the following categories for each task order: Hours and costs should be assigned
to each review activity, identified by licensee name.
FY to Date

Current
Month(Period)

a. Direct Labor (Hours)
(1) Management
(2) Technical
(3) Administrative Support

Total
b. Costs
Labor Costs
(1) Direct Labor Costs
(2) Indirect Labor Costs,=
Subtotal
Other Direct Costs
(1) Subcontractor/Consultant Cost
(2) Material and Services Costs

(3) Computer Usage

costs

(4) Travel
(a) Domestic
Subtotal Other Direct Costs
G&A Costs
Total

4

4

Total to
Date
4

Attachment 4 SOW for ETE Review

Listing of
Operating Nuclear Power Plants
(from NUREG-1350, NRC Information Digest)

APPENDIX A
U.S. Com mesdal Nudear Power Reactors
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Comm. op.
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Exp. Date

20420Wcipacity
factor
Iurcent)

Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1
V
Etergy'Operatdons, Inc.
London;AR
(6 miles WNW of -Russellville, AR)
05040313
www.nrc.govuinfo-finder/reacto#hanol rtnh]

PWR4-DRYAMB .2561
&W.up
843
SECH
BECH

12/0(01968
05/2,1t¶974
12/111974
06120/2001
05/20/2034

92
78
102
94
83
99

ArkansaNudear One, Unit.2
IV
Entergy Operations, Inc.
Lnndon, AR
(6'miles.WNW ofalusselivlle, AR)
050.00368
www.nrc.-godi nfo-finder/reacto#ano2.hmnl

PWR-DRYAMB 3,026
CE
99
BECH
BEGH

12W06/1972
09/011l378
03J26/1980
06/30/2005
0&7/17/038

99
91
90
99
91
90

Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit'l
FirstEnergy.Nudear Operating-Co.
Shippingport, PA
t17 miles W of McCandless, PA)
050-00334
,www.nrc.gov/rrino-finder/reactor/bvl .html

PWR-DRYAMB 2900
WEST 3LP
940
S&W
S&W

06/261970
07/02/1976
10101176
11105/2009
-012/412036

93
101
78
95
101
92

Beaver Valley PowerStation, Unht 2
1
tFWR-DRYAMB .2900
Firstlnergy NudearDpersting Co.
WEST 3L!
940
Shippingport, PA
S&W
(17 miles W of McCarrdlm PA)
S&W
050-00412
www.n rc.govi nfo-finder/reactor/bv2.htmI
Brardwood Station, Unit 1
.111 PWR-DRYAMB 3,586.6
WEST 4LP
1,178
helon Generation Co., U.C
S&L
Braceville, IL
(20 mlIesSSW of Joliet, IL)
MWE
050-00am6
www~ntr-govtznfo-finder/renctor/brafl htmI

0/03f18974
0W1/4M1987
13/171M987
11/05/2009
05/'1V2047

100
93.
87
103
87
84
95.
100
96
92
1D1
95

Braidwood Statiorý Unit 2
ill
elon Gene-tim-Co. LLC
Braceille, IL
(20 Miiles SSW of JoiLet, IL)
050-004•7
www.nrc-govllnfo-finderJreactor/braa2,html
Browns f-eny Nuclear Plant, Unit 1
il
Tem.essee Valley Authorty
Athens, AL
(32 muiles W of Hunt-lUe, AL)
050-00259
www.rrf-govfnfo-finder/reacor/bf 1J.ni

PFWR-DRYAMB 3,586.6
WEST.?
1',5"2 S&L
CWE

121311.1975. '101
M
N1988 94
,101.7/1988
95
NJA •
0O0
"12/812027
92
93

BWR-MARK1
GE 4
TVA
TVA

.05/10/1967
12/20/ 973
080•11974
50SVV2D06
12n20)03

I
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3,458
1,4065

12)31/1975
07102•19187
07J29/1988
NIA
10/1712026
.

.

-

49
a8

94

APPENDIX A
U.S. Commercial .Nudear Power .Reacton-(continued)
Plaid Name, Unit Mumber
Ukalsee
Locallon
Dockat~unmsr
ecWViage~ hmress

MWt1
Can Type
wet
-NESS
Summer
NRC Ardhttec? Enirer Capacity
Region, Constructor
(MW)

GC~luued
OLls~uad
COMM. op.
iA1~sued
Fxp.Date

2004*2DO9*

'Capacity
Factor
(Perent)

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power.Plarrt. Unit 1
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Inc.
Lusby, MD
.
40-miles Sof Annapolis, MD
050-00317
www.nrc.goVirnfo-finderlrea.cirIcalvt.htnIl
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plar' Unit 2
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Inc.
Lusb* MD
(40.-miles S af Annapolis, MD)
•050•00318
www.nrc-goviinfo-finderteactortcalv2htnl

I

PWR-DRYAMB 2,737
867
CE
BECH
BECH

:07107/1969
07731/1974
05/O197S
03M23M2000
07131/2034

I

PWR-DRYAMB 2.737
CE
857
SECH
BECH

0710711969
08/13/1976
04/01/1977
03P23/2000
08M13/203

CaiawbaNfudearS1tion, Unit 1
Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
York, SC
ITt.miles Sof Charlotte, NO
050-00413
www.nrc.gowfnfo-finderlreactor/kat1 .html

II

PWR4CECND
WEST 4LP
DUKE
DUKE

3ý411
1,129

08/07/1975
01/17119B5
06/2OW985
1210512003
12105/2043

98
93
82
102
89
91

Catawba NudearStatlon,.Unlt2
Duke Energy Carolin4s, LLC
York. SC
(18 miles S,of Charlotte. NC)
050-00414
www.nrc-gov/rnfo-finder/reactoDrcat2.html

II

PWR-ICEC-ND
WEST4LP
DUKE
DUKE

3,411
1.129

0810711975
05/:151986
.0-J1911986
121051003
1210512043

89
'192
89
84
103
90

Clinton Power Station, Unit 1
ion.Cc. LLC
Exia~n
Clinton, IL
(23 miles SSE of Bloomington, IL
050-00461
www.nrc.govfinfo-findertreactorldin.htmI

11

B.WR-VARK 3 3,473
GES .
1,OS5
S&L
BALD

=2241976

88
94
90
10.1
9997

IV
Columbia GeneratingStation
EnergyNord'et
Ridiand,'.W A
(20 miles'NNE of Pasco, WA)
050-00397
wwwiirc-govfinfo-find er/reactorJwash2;htmI
Comandhe Peak.Stewm ElecncSatikor UnIt 1I/
Luminant Generation Co., LLC
Glen Rose, TX
(40 uilesSW of FortWorth. T)
050-00445
www.nrc.govfinfo-finderlreactorlcpl .htxnl

:04M17/1967
1112411997
N/A
Or/2926

92
10)
84
99
93
98
100
94
9B
90
99
93

BSWR-MARK 2 3,486
GE'5 •190
BAR21,3/19
BECH

03/1-91 973
.04-M3119844

91
83:
94 '

N/A
12.2r=023

U2
93
67

2
36-3
1,200

12J1911974
04/1.7/•1990
08/-131990
NA
D2/08/2D3

90
92
102
85
96
100

PMR-DRYAMB
WEST 4LP
G&H
BRRT
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APPENDIX A
udear Power Reactors (continued)
3ersed

Plernam. Unit Number

MW

Net
NS1
Summer
NRC AalrdiitectEngIneerCapadty
Region Camrsuctor
(MW)
-CAM 1ype

Location
Dodrettumber
NRC'Wb Page Address

OLIssued

Comm. Op. Capaf.y
LR Issued
Fac'or
Exp. De (Percent)

PWR-ICECND
WEST 4LP
AEP
AEP

Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Unit 2
Ili
Exelon Generation Co. LLC
MoTrIs IL
(25-milesSW of Jietle 11)
050-06237
www:rr-govinf -wind
d er/reatorddres2htmnl
Dresden Nudear.Power Station. Unit 3
III
Exelon Generation Co, LLC
Morris, IL
(25 miles SW of Joliet 11)
050-00249

BWR-MARK 1 2,957
B67
GE3
S&L
1JE&C

,01/1-WL6

BWR-MARK 1 2.957
GE3
867
S&L
UE&C

'104/11966
0111211971
11116/M971
10/28/2004
01112/2031

Duane Arnold Energy.Center
Next~ra Energy Duane Arnold, LLC
Palo, [A
(8 miles NW of Cedar Rapids, IA)
050-00331
www.nrcgov/info-finderireactor/duan~htmi
Edwln,l. Hatch Nuclear Plant. Urdt'l
Southern Nuclear Operating Co.
BaxdeAGA
(20 miles'S of Vidalia, GA)
050-0032'1

IlI

BWR-MARK 1 1.912
GE4
640
RECH
BECH

02UJt970
0..221974
02101iA975
WA
;0212112014

II

BWR-MARK 1 2804
GE.4
275
BECH
GPC

0SW3011969
10/13/1974
12/3111975
01115M20o2
091062034

1

III
Fermi, Urit'2
The:Deotlt Edison Co.
Newpor MI
(2 miles NE of Toledo. OH)
050-00341
wvw.nrc.govwinfo-finderlreactoriferm2-ihtlI
A. AKC Ised a pro4i~z~ul OL cn12F2!I.9WaIk•o

"

03/25a1969
12/23)I 7"7
07)01/1978
08/301005
12/23J2D37

84
100
9
86
101
87
7B

02r20/.I91A

87

06/09/1970
10)28/2004
1212212029

96
92
98
91
85 .
93
94
100,

-MA-. 4 2,304. " 23WW
GE4
-883.
6/1311978
09x0599
BECH
GPC:
.0111512002
-00/132038
BWR-MARK 1 ?,430
1,122
GE 4
S&L
'
DANl

200&

.*0b**

Donald C.Cook Nuclear PlantUnit 2
Il1
Indiana Micigan'Porwer Co.
BWdgman, 1MI
(13 miles Sdf Benton Harbor, MI)
050-"0316
www.nrc.govlinfo.-finderea ctorkook2.html

www.nrc.govfinfo-findedreactor/hatl..html
Edwin L Hatch Nudear PlaZ,1Jttit2
Souitthern NudearuOperating.t
Baxey, GA
(20 miles. of VidaliaGA)
050-00366
wwwnrc-gov/info-findedreactorThat2.htm-

3A468
1,060

CP Issued

091265972
0711511985
.01/Y2938
fWIA
03*20(2025

93

T00
89
100.
89
103
92
90
91
84
98
84
"94
97
87
99'
87
96
67
87
90
76
.85
98
75

wme'dai
opwatlor The NRC •ied afullenm OLon 0212a991.
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APPENDIX A
U-S. Commerdal fludear Power Reactors (continued)
-UcensW

*mvit/

4Pi~ssued
0Lkkued
J*ss
-s.41mm ,Crnm.-O
NRC Ardultefngineerrapachy Lftissued
Region ConstuctorcumW*
U~P. Date
ConiT'p

DocketNumber
BC Web~ftge~ddres

Joseph K. Farley Nuclear Plant U.itti.1
Southern Nuclear Operating Co.
Columbia, AL
(18miles S of Dothan, AL)
050-0348
www.nrc.govfinfo-finderlreactor/farl.htmI
Joseph .L Farley Nuclear Plant, Unit 2
Southern NuclearOperating -Co.
Columbia, AL
(18-miles S of Dothan, AL)
050-035
/far2.html
www.nmgovirfo-finder/reator
KewauneeiPowerStalion
Dominion Energy Kewaunee. Inr
Kewaunee, WI
(INmiles ESE of Green Ba, WM)
050-00305
www.nr~gov'info-finde/ea ctorlkewadtnll
LaSalle County-Station.Unit 1
,weIon Generation CowLUC
Marseilles, IL
(11 milesSE of Ottaw•,L)
050-0037304/72022
www.nrcgovrinfo-finderkeactorllasa l.html
LaSie County Statior Untit2
Emon Gernmtion Co.V.LLC
WViarsellles IL
(11 miles-SE~oF Ottawa, A)
050.00374
www.nr-govrinfo-finder/teactor/lasahtrmnl
Urme Generating''Stion, Unit.1
EMemnGration C, L.C
UmerickjA,,
(21 miles NW of Philadelphia, PA)
050-00352
www.nrc.govfinfo-finderir- actorJl1 .htnnl
LimerickdGeneraV Sitation Unit 2
Exel Gmwm=onCb.=
LUmerick,PA
(21 miles NW of Philadelphia, PA)
050-00353
www.nrc-gov/info:•finderireactor1i m2.html

194 * US. NRC P --c- `

Not'

PWR-DRYAMB 2.775
851
WEST 3LP
SSI
DANI

08/1!972
0612S(1977
12101..977
05/1222005
0612512037

II WR-DM.AMB 2,775
WEST 3LP
860
551
BECH

W08116/1972
031 1981
07/30/1981
05/122M
0313112041

2004Factor;
(Percent)
86
99
86
98
97
90
89
84
101
87
90
96
79
63
75
95
90
93

III

PWR-DRYAMB 1,772
556
WEST 2LP
PSE
PSE

.086011968
312111973
06,/1 974.,
NIA
12=2142013

III

SWR-MARK2 3,489
GE.5
1.118
S&L
WE

09MJ01.973
ow/1777982
01101i(19S.
N/A

92
100
93
99
100
99

Ill

BWR-MARK2
GE5
S&L
ONE

3,489
1,120

09/10/1973
12/1"61983
10/.19/1984
W/A
12/1612023

-101

1

BWR-MARK2
GEA
BCH
BECH

3A45B
1,134

-06t111B4
D0=8(985
.0210119B6
V(A .
10126=2(24

1

BWR-MARK 2 3,458
1,134
GE 4
BEM
BECH

Peope and ihe Envkcomnmt,

"91
102
-95
94
93

'95
99
.93
101
95
101
99
s06(1.1974
91
0181251989
.011811990 100
91
-WA,
0622.2029- 101
94

APPENDMI A
U.S. Cinimeydal Mudear Power Reactors (coantinuedD
Plant Name. Unit Nurnbe
li1censee
Location
Dodmntulraw
tatCePapeAtddmss

Conl~pe
USSS.
WRC

Adiletadngineer~apacity

LRIsazd

Ta~or

Oft*'

bxp. Data

(Perent)

PWR-DRYSUB
WEST 3LP
S&W
Saw

2,940
981

02/19/1971
04/01/1972
.06106(1978
03120003
04/0112038

91
95
88
89
101
92

PWR-DRYSUB
WEST 3LP
59W
Saw

2-940
973

0?It971t
08121/19M)
M2tIV1980
03/2012003
08211J2940

"92
87
100
85
82
100

PWR-DRYAM•B
BW LLP
DBDB
DUKE

2.568
846

11/006
.76.
02A.S)7913
071151 173
05/21200
W2/06r20M

Region Constuaitr

North Anna Power Station, Unit 1
Virginia Electric& Power.Co.
Louts,*VA
(40 milesNW:of Richmond, VA)
050-0(38
www.nrc.govfinlfo-finderfreartor/nal .htrl

il

4I
North Anna Power Station, Unit2
Virginia Electric &Power Co.
Louisa, VA
(40 mIles.NW of Richmond, VA)
05040339
www.nrc.govfinfo-finderlreactorlna2.htrnl
Oconee-Nudear.Station, Unit 1
.11
Duke Energy Carolinas, 1.C
Seneca, SC
(30 miles W of Greenville, SC)
0504)0269
vw.nrcgov/info-fonderlreactorioco, .htmI
:11
OconeeNudearStad•rm Unit2
Duke Energy Carolijna L"
Seneca, SC
(30.miles W of Greenville, SQ
050-00270
www-nrc.goviirfo-ftnderireacroco2, htmI
Oconee Nuudear Station, Unit 3
LLC
Duke Energy Carlinast
SenecaSC
(30 miles W of Greenville, SO
050-00287
www.nrc-govfinfo-tindertreactorloco3.html
Oyster-j.ee NudeariGenerating Station
Exelon Genero -"Co., I.CForked Rlver,NJ
(9.miles 5 of Toms. River. NJ)
050-00219
wwwn
'fro~ fdedreacaorkcdiiI
Palisades Nuclear Plant
EntergyNudear OperAons, Inc.
Covert. Ml
(5-miles S of South Haven, M.1)
05O0-O255
www.nrc~govfirro-finder/reacwr/paIlhtml

Licensed
MWt
OPJ=iLm
2304.
met . OLMlu..d M3OD"
Sumner Chroa.OpL Capacity

PWRMDRYAMB 2,56
amLP
8&W
B5
B
DBDB
DUKE

.98
91
79
:99
94
85
76
1-106/1967
1UJDA73.. 90
09/M*974 110
osr23n2am
91
10M06(2033
86
103

1I

PWR-DRYAMB 2,5683
ea5
SIMW UP
DBDB
DUKE

11/01967
0711911974
W2)16/1974
1O5123/2000
07/7912034

77
98
91
87
102
94

.i

.BWlIARKI
-GE2.
SM
B&R

12PR19J.9 .
07102719916
12/101/T969
04/0M2009
04/09W2029

M..
.99
86
94
83
92

III

PWE-DRYAMB .,565
CE.
.77B
BECH'
BECH
.017'007

031IV19T67
0312411971
.12F31/1971

92
79
-98
.86

03,24l2031

4.m

1,930
S6T

.90

iD.AEC sued a pomvilonal O1. on 4/09969dalowing CoMmerdallpvaton.TheNIRC bued fluAterm 01 oniPO12019E9.
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APPENDIX A
U.S. Coimmercial Nudear Power Reactors (confinued)
*lkamad

Plart Name, Unit Number
urerme
.Location
Dodwet.Mumbru
NK Web Page **bow

Con 1T'pe
bINSS .

*'1dW

Nit.
summer

OL;b&aed -2009**
Comm.op. 'capafty

NRIC AfchbMc Engineer CQpadty 11 Issued
too-on Cons-buctor
IML Dale
(MW)-

II
Point Beach Nuclear PLant, Unit 1
NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC
Two Rivers%WA
(13 miles NKNofManitowo., WI)
050-00266
www.nr-govTmfo-finder/reactor/painl.htrnl
III
Point Beach Nuclear Plant. Unit 2
-NextEra Energy Point Beach. LLC
Two Rivers, WI
(13 miles NNW of Manitowoc, WI)
050-00301
www.•ric.govfinfo-frmder/reactor/poin2.htrrl

PWR-DRYAMB 1.5W0
512
WEST 2LP
BECH
BECK

Prairie Wand NudearGentraiung,Pian,. Unit I III
Northern States Power Co.- Minnesota
Welch, MN
(28 miles SE of Minneapolis, MN)
050-002B2
www.nrc.govfnfo-finder/reactoriprail .html

PWR-DRYAMB 1,6.
WEST 2LP
551
FLUR
NSP

Pralreeland NukearGeneisl ani, Unt2

PM-DRYAMB 1,650
545'
WEST 2LP
FLUR

)II

Northern States Power Co:Minnesota
Welch, MN
(28 miles SE of MinneapolIVI
MN)
050-00306
www.nre,govinfo-finde rlrea ctor/p ra 2.h1=1

PWR-DRYAMB 1540

WiEST 21.P
BECH

51.4

SECH

Fedtor
(Peý

81
07/1911967.
1.01051/970
B3
12/11297o 100
12/22/2005 -85
87
101M03/200
98
97
07&I916BR
72
03RW1923e
91
10=111572
99
1212212{05
89
030•N2033
84
79
06/2511968
99
04M511974
E5
12Z1W,1973
NA
92
84
08/•3/•23
97
D0/25198 • 02
12)2111974

84

NA

93
97

Quad-Cties Nuciear Power Station,.Unit I Ill
ExeJon Geneation Ch, LLC
Cordova, IL
(20 miles NE of Motlne, IL)
050-00254
www.nrc.govirhfo-finderlreacto=riquad.htm l
Quad CltiesNuudearPot erSta.ton, Unlt.2 '111

Neko'Genuatio

CP-lssued: 2004-

n'm, UEC

Cordova, IL
(2:0 miles NE of Ma1ine,.IL

BWR-1AARK I 2,957
•GE 3
882
S&L
UE&C

0211!V1967

85.

12A 972
02/=-973
1112W2004
12114f2032

83
89
92
96
'82

BWR-*ARK 1 2,917
GE3
882
S&L
UE&C

:02:19i1957
1211&1972."
.03/lO/973
I0D12W2.4
121•,4/232

:81
93
86
99
65
91

BWR-MVARK 3 3,091
GE'6
g89

03125/157
liJ2DfS5

87
'93

S&W'

0I71Ei1986

050-09M8
www.nrc.govtinfo-findertreac'or~quad2ZbtmI
River.Bend Station. Unit 1.
fntergy Operations,. Inc.
St. FrandsVille LA
U24 miles NNWof Baton Rouge, IQA
050-01458
www.nrc.govfinfo-finder/rea.ctor/rbs•l.html

IV

SaV

'E:ABC biued a provisioisl OL on 121181971. The NRC Imied afuiltann ct. m13W19M3

108 -
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N/A

0S122Is

88

85.
zz

113

APPENDIX A
U.S. Commercial Nudear Power Reactors (cointinueta
Plant Namme untitutnebe
ULee
Location
Dockattlmbar
NRC-Web Page Address

XP±
0 Isued
rConl§Wp
*?4u
TJL Issued
WMS
:Swnmer rzmiuLý
Issued
W~c Ai
!e*ngineerC~paft,.LR
iegioii 'Coztstuctor
(rM&W* Exp-;Da*

Seabrook Stafion, Unit 1
NextEra Energy Seabrook, LLC
Seabrook, NH
(13 miles S of Portsmouh,-NI)
O50-00443
www.nrc.govlnfo-findedreactorlseabttaiml
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Unit 1
Tennessee Valley Authority
Soddy-Daisy, TN
(16 miles NE of Chattanooga, TN)
050-00327
www.nrr-govlinfo-finderlreactorl/seql. tmi
Sequoyah Nudear Plant. Unit2
Tennessee Valley Auftrity
Soddy-Dai), TN
('16 miles NE of Chattanooga, TN)
050-00328
www.nrcigovmnfc-fmdedreactorlseq2.htmI
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power.Planm, Unit 1
Carolina Power &.Liaht Co.
New Hi1I,11C
(20 miles SW Of RaleighNC)
00-00400
ww.wJ-mrcrgovhTrFo-finder/r,=actor/harl.html
South Txas-Project, Unit 1
S P-Nudear-Operating Co.
Bqy City, lX
(90 milesSW of Houston, "x)
050-00498
www.nrc.gowvinfo-fi nder/reactorlstpl ,htmI

!

PWR-DRYAMB 3,648
1,295
WEST 4LP
UE&C
UE&C

WM71W1976
03=i51990
081t9/1990
W/A
03115/2030

11

PIR-ICECND
WA T 4LP
TVA
TVA

3,453
1,148

-52.7/1.970
0W17I1B80
07M01/1981
NIA
00/17/2020

Ni

PWR-lCECND
:WEST4LP
TVA
TVA

3,455
1l126

0512719.70
0913F10W1
.0i1rn82
WA
T09/152021

II

PWR, ?MAM
WEST 31P
EBSO
DANM

2;900
BO -

0172197.
10/24/1986
0G02J1987
121177'2008
44

IV

PWR-DRYAIVB 3,a853
1,410
WEST40
,BECH
EBSO

12F221975
03/22/8!988
031211988
WA
0812012027

IV
South Texas Project. Unlt2
Mip NudearOperating Co.
BayCl,TX
(90 miles SWof Houston, TX)
0S0-00499
ww.nrr-govf•info-f-medr/reactods'tp2.htmI
11
Surry PowerStadion Unit'1
Virginia Electric and Power Co.
Surry, VA
(17 rrilesiNW of Newport News,'VA)
050-002110
www.inrc~gov/info-firiderireactor/s~ui .htnI4

¶212=11975
PWR-E)RY-AMB ?,85
WEST 4LP
1,41.0
03=181989.
" .""BECH "
WA
EBSO
"2X15/2028
WR-DRYSUB
"ET.3LP
5&W
sa&W

2.546
799

Surry Power Station, -Unit2
Virginia Electric andPower Co.
Surri, VA
(17 miles NW of Newport Nevs, VA)
050-00281
www.rrcgoviinf o-finder/reactorlsur2.htmrl

PWII-DRY'SUB
-OST 31P
S&W
s&w

2.546
7.99

110 - U.S. NRC Promc
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2M04
209.apv~y
Facmr.
TPercmnt)
e00
89
86
J99
99
81
92
100
90
W7
101
89
96
.90
90
100
89
59
89
101
B9
94
99
94
99
68
191
105
95
90

92
9,
10

-93

95
-101
06/S2968 -92
96
0525M1 972
12.22/19"2
90
20
•.89.
05fl.5/ruh'98
.0/25/1968
Ot/28/1973
05DMIIT973
0372.01201M
0a729423

101..
-93
88
1ol
94
92

APPEN~DMXA
U.S.. CommeidWaI Nucear Power Reactors jamitinued)

Location
DOGIMUtnsswe
N~rw~b Pge~dde~

UcanMMI
LAWt
*CP-bisud
2MrCwnTipe
1W~
bL ksuad
Ms..
Summer t'orrin.'Op. zeord
NRC. -Azdfteain~ierCapadty LR4~ued
haftfl
II1dY~
.iDate (Pecent)
ejiwxConstructr

Vogtie.Eectrc fienerating Plant Unit 2
Southern Nuclear Operating Co.
Waynesboro, GA
(26 mnles.SE of Augusta, GA)
050-00425
www.nrrgovfinfo~inderlreactorlvog2.html

II

PWR-DRYAMB 3,925
1,127
WEST ALP
SBEC
GPC

05W28/1974
033111919
05sr01989
06/02009
02/0MW2D49

91
85
92
83
88
101

IV
Waterford Steam ElectricStation, Unit3
Entergk.Operations, Inc,
Kllona,.LA
(25 mllesW of New Orleans, LA)
05800382
wmw.nrc.govfinfo-finderireactor/wat3.html

PWR-DRYAMB 3,716
COMB CE
1,157
EBSO
EB$O

11/1411974
03)16/1985
09D2411985
N/A
12/18/2024

'101
78
92
98
89
87

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.. Unit 1
Tennessee Valley Authorlty
Spring Cry, TN
(60.miles SW of Knoxville. TN)
050,.0390
waw.nrcgovfimf o-finder/reactoriwbl.html
Wolf Creek Generating Statfon, Unit 1
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corp.
Burlington, KS
(3,.miles NE.of Burlington,:KS)
05"-0482
www.nrr.govinf o-finder/reactwarL.hlrtm

Hi

PWR-ICECND
WEST 4LP
TVA
TVA

3,459
1;123

0112311973
02107/1996
.052711996
N/A
11A0/2035

IV

PW1R-DRYAMB 3,561
WEST 4LP
1,166
MECH
DANI

0513111977
06D419385.
09103/1985

100.
90
68
102
S2
94
99
.6
92
1.02
-83
86

1-I2t2008B
03/1,M2045

Reactors Under -Actve Constructon-ar Deferred-ponky
IL

PWR-DRYAMB 3,763
1,235
B&W:209
TVA
WAT •

12r24/1974

N/A

Bilefonte:Nudear. PowerSta•to• Unit2*** 11
Tennessee Valley Amthorft
(6&mles NE of Scottsboro, AL)
050-00439
11
Watts Bar:Nudear Plant Unit 2-*'
Tennesse "Valley.Authority
Spring-Cy, TN
(60 miles SW of Knoxville, TN)
.050-00391,

PMDRYABA.. 3,763
g&W20S
'1,235
TVA
TVA
PWR-ICECND 3.411
1_150)
WEST41.
TVA
TVA

12/24/1974

'A

Bellfonte'Nuclear.Power Station, Unit Il'
Tennessee Vailey Autrhority
(6 miles NE of Scottsbor, AL)
0.00438

*

01/231973

Dm3calcuations coum 4by~wmmtefr 2DIMx afiraL Plant naeS aS'IdentIfed rw icenseas ofiApt!il15.2010.
-.Awge capacdty~factorkisted In year acderzering wltb 2004.
m
- ~ulfrtme
units2 &.2wer under Cammbsaia Policy5tatanent on Defurred Planes M2R 31027, Owober 14. ISM7.

*Waliz Bar 2 isturreritly under activ cansttucton.
-Sow=u MRC wtthimne~det wmnpiledfftoa HIPJOZ
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Attachment 5 , Email transmittal completed delivery order

Page I of I

Date: Month/Date/Year
From: Project Manager,
The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analysis
To:

Walter Lange, NRC Project Officer,]\
(Walter.Lange@nrc.gov)

CC:

ETEUPDATES. resource(,nrc..qov

Subject: Completed Delivery Order for ETEs that were assigned for completeness reviews.

Xx (number) Completeness Reviews are returned to the NRC for the following licensees that
where included in the assignment memorandum dated xxxxxxx. This memorandum serves only
as a cover memo. Any issues that may have been identified during the completeness reviews
for licensees are described in the attached site-specific review memoranda-.
Licensee name xxxx
Licensee name yyyy
Licensee name nnnn

Attachments:
Memoranda of completed reviews with Completed Checklists (Appendix B of
NUREG/CR-7002) for the following licensees:
Licensee name xxxx
Licensee name yyyy
Licensee name nnnn

ATTACHMENT 6

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
DELIVERY ORDER FORM
Contract No. NRC-HQ-12-C-07-0036
1. Date

2. Delivery Order Number

3. Plant (See Below in Task Listing or)
(Number of plants included in this Delivery.Order)

4. NRC Project Officer

5. E-mail Address

6. Phone Number

Walter Lange

Walter.Lange@NRC.GOV

301-415-8028

7. NRC Technical Monitor - LRA PM

8. E-mail Address

9. Phone Number

___

_

,PM)
NRC Provided Materials

10. DocumentslMaterials Provided
Electronic
Paper N/A
Date Provided

NUREG/CR 7002
Delivery Order Schedule
Task completion dates and NRC documents/materials are provided for the purpose of planning and responding to this order.

11. Required Task
Completion Date
Task 1
NPP 1

Start:
Complete:

MLxxxxxxx

Task 2
NPP 2
ADAMS
number
MLxxxxxxx

Start:
Complete:

12. Deliverable
Due Dates

13. Other

14. Price
(per contract schedule
of supplies/services)

Task 3

Start:
Complete:

Task 4

Start:
Complete:

15Total Cost

Acknowledgment and Acceptance of Delivery Order
Signature and Title - Contractor

Date

Signature - NRC Project Officer

Date

